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More Holocaust Reparations for 2020:
The Gift That Keeps on Giving
By Philip Giraldi,
December 29, 2019

Now that 2019 has ended, it
is more than seventy-four
years since the end of the
Second World War. America’s
“Greatest Generation” that
actually fought the war and
endured it on the home front, is dying off and
the remembrance of the conflict is increasingly
experienced second hand, if at all. The war has
been relegated to the history books, one might
think, but that would be to ignore one aspect
of it which seems to never fade from sight.
That would be the so-called holocaust, which
has produced a host of taxpayer funded
museums, is regularly featured in the media
and also is part of mandatory public education
in a growing number of states and school
districts.
That the established holocaust narrative lives
on in spite of its irrelevancy and obvious
contradictions is a reflection of Jewish power in
the United States. Since the 1970s, when the
regular evocations of the holocaust began in
earnest, Jews have come to wield considerable
influence in American economic, cultural,
intellectual and political life. Jews played a
central role in American finance during the
1980s, and they were among the chief
beneficiaries of that decade’s corporate
mergers and reorganizations. Today, though
barely two percent of the nation’s population is
Jewish, close to half its billionaires are Jews.

The chief executive officers of the three major
television networks and the four largest film
studios are Jews, as are the owners of the
nation’s largest newspaper chain and the most
influential single newspaper, The New York
Times. The role and influence of Jews in
American
politics
has
also
developed
simultaneously,
with
Jews
heavily
overrepresented in the Democratic Party and
in Congress.
The rise to power on the part of American
Jews coincided with the trajectory of Israel in
the Middle East. Protecting Israel and Jewish
privilege became two sides of the same coin,
leading to creation of the holocaust narrative,
which Professor Norman Finkelstein has aptly
described as The Holocaust Industry. And
promotion of the sanctity of the holocaust
story has enabled the damnation of skeptics as
holocaust-deniers while also increasing the
exploitation of the charge of anti-Semitism for
those who would dare to criticize either the
Jewish tribe itself or Israel.
One of the singular manifestations of the
Jewish power in both the U.S. and in Europe
has been the creation of mechanisms to
address the perceived needs of “holocaust
survivors.” One might argue reasonably
enough that there cannot be actually that
many genuine survivors remaining after 74
years, but the term has proven to be
extremely elastic. It has come to include not
only the actual victims who were allegedly
sent to labor or concentration camps but also
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any Jew who survived 1939 through 1945 in
Europe or even in Asia
living in ghettos. And it
also
includes
their
children, even if born after
the war.
*(Stuart E. Eizenstat, former
Special Representative of the
President and Secretary of State on Holocaust-Era Issues.
Credit: U.S. National Archives/ Flickr)

As a result, the so-called holocaust survivors
are now well into their second generation,
receiving extra Social Security and Medicare
benefits in the United State as well as a steady
flow of reparations from Germany and other
Europeans, to include France, where forty-nine
people who made it out of the Holocaust alive
are receiving around $400,000 each, helped
by the State Department’s expert on holocaust
issues Stuart Eizenstat. The U.S. State
Department even has a Holocaust Deportation
Claims Program which is always staffed by
Jews like Eizenstat.
The reparations programs are generally
structured in a way that the payments are
limited to Jews, even though there were
millions more non-Jews who were victims of
the German camps and prisons. Recently there
have even been claims that the traumatic
holocaust experience might have caused
genetic damage, meaning that the need to
address the issue by extorting money from the
German
and
other
governments
will
conceivably extend into the foreseeable future.
When in doubt about where to find the money,
it is only necessary to get in touch with a
professional Zionist Zealot like Eizenstat or
with one of the commercial firms that is into
the holocaust reparations business. The
International Center for Holocaust Reparations
is one of them, a corporation registered in
Israel with offices located in Jerusalem, Berlin
and in Pompano Beach Florida. It was founded
by Israeli Zachi Porath and the actual
incorporation is in his name as Zachi Porath
Ltd.
The organization website headlines that it is
“Pursuing Rights of Holocaust Survivors.” It is
indeed doing so in a manner of speaking, but

it is also a business that makes money by
taking a cut of what it obtains. Its website
asks what it considers to be key screening
questions: “Are you a Holocaust survivor who
was interned in a Ghetto?” and “Are you a
child of a Holocaust survivor who was interned
in a Ghetto?” before getting to the crux of the
matter, “You may be entitled to a large sum of
money! Even if you are already receiving
compensation from the Claims Conference or
from the German authorities, including the
German Pension Insurance you may be eligible
to receive additional payments.”
According to the website “The pension is paid
even to those who were interned for a short
period of time in a Ghetto (including Ghettos
in Poland, Romania, Czernowitz, Shanghai,
Sofia, Thessaloniki, Transnistria, Amsterdam,
Lithuania, Latvia and Belarus and many more).
The possibilities are for a one-time retroactive
compensation, as well as a monthly payment
from the German Social Security… If you are
an heir of a ghetto survivor, and the survivor
or their spouse was alive on June 27th 2002,
you may be entitled to a one-time payment…
We will help you to file the claims for all the
money you justly deserve… After you have
received the restitution payment, we will
charge a fee of 15% of the retroactive sum.”
The website also advises that even secondgeneration survivors whose parents were
interned in a ghetto somewhere for even a
short time “may be entitled to a one-time
compensation payment… We have been aiding
Holocaust survivors all over the world in
exercising their rights and have successfully
helped many survivors attain their rightful
money.”
Some might object to the assertion that Jewish
suffering in the war was somehow unique
given the fact that far more Russians died than
Jews. But the difference is one of perception,
due to the effective marketing of a preferred
narrative by a powerful and wealthy group
that has easy access to the media, to the
entertainment industry and to policy makers.
And one should not be dismissive of the hard
work that has gone into making holocaust
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reparations eternal. It takes a great deal of
ingenuity to devise mechanisms that separate
German, French and American taxpayers from
their money in perpetuity on behalf of
numerous people concentrated apparently in
Israel and Florida who may not have suffered
at all in the Second World War.

*Yad Vashem - Benjamin and Sara Netanyahu, Donald
Trump and Melania, Ivanka and Jared Kushner, Rabbi
Yisrael lau. credit: Amos Ben Gershom GPO/ Israel
Ministry of Foreign Affairs/ Flickr

********
Philip M. Giraldi is a former CIA counter-terrorism
specialist and military intelligence officer who served
nineteen years overseas in Turkey, Italy, Germany, and
Spain. He was the CIA Chief of Base for the Barcelona
Olympics in 1992 and was one of the first Americans to
enter Afghanistan in December 2001. Phil is Executive
Director of the Council for the National Interest, a
Washington-based advocacy group that seeks to
encourage and promote a U.S. foreign policy in the Middle

East that is consistent with American values and
interests.
* https://ahtribune.com/us/israelgate/3765-holocaustreparations-for-2020.html

-----------------------------More from Philip Giraldi
*Trump Goes to Israel: Another
Settler from the United States?
President Donald Trump’s lack of any
precision when he speaks or tweets
sometimes
means
that
multiple
meanings can be construed from …
*
* Israel's Many Wars: Escalating Could
Be Intended to Involve the United
States
Two
years
ago I
wrote
an
article entitled “America’s Jews Are
Driving America’s Wars.” Though I
made clear in the piece ...
*
*Lying
for
Israel:
Why
Nearly
Everyone in Washington Does It It is
not often that one hears anything like
the truth in today’s Washington, a
city where the art of dissimulation
has reached new heig...
*2018 Midterm Elections: Politicize
Israel Issue So No One Will Touch It
Jewish
congressmen
and
other
officials in the Democratic Party are
increasing their efforts to make sure
that candidates running for office ...
*

___________________________________________________
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The Fraud of Anti-Semitism Exposed
By Phil Giraldi
December 9, 2019 Staff National News

“Newspeak” was the expression coined in George
Orwell’s novel 1984 to describe the ambiguous or
deliberately misleading use of language to make
political propaganda and narrow the “thought
options” of those who are on the receiving end. In
the context of today’s political discourse, or what
passes for the same, it would be interesting to
know what George would think of the saturation
use of “anti-Semitism” as something like a tactical
discussion stopper, employed to end all dispute
while also condemning those accused of the crime
as somehow outside the pale, monsters who are
consigned forever to derision and obscurity.
The Israelis and, to be sure, many diaspora Jews
know exactly how the expression has been
weaponized. Former Israeli Minister Shulamit Aloni
explained how it is done: “Anti-Semitic . . . It’s a
trick; we always use it.”

Indeed, a claim of anti-Semitism even crept into
the current impeachment inquiry in Washington,
where Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-Ill.) questioned
National Security Council member Fiona Hill about
suggestions from “conspiracy theorists” that Hill
herself as well as former Ambassador to Ukraine
Marie Yovanovitch have been linked to George
Soros, and that Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman, a
Ukrainian Jew, might not be completely loyal to the
United States.

Washington Post that there has been a dramatic
increase in anti-Semitism worldwide, but that claim
is largely a fabrication that is being exploited to
support making any criticism of Israel and Jewish
group behavior a hate crime.
What has been taking place is not hatred of Jews
but rather a rejection of how Israel and major
Jewish organizations behave.

Foremost is the undeniable fact that Israel has
been acting particularly badly, even by its
admittedly low standards. Its weekly slaughter of
Palestinians in Gaza has been unusually observable
in spite of media attempts to avoid mentioning it,
plus its frequent attacks on Syria and demands for
war against Iran have also raised questions about
the intentions of whatever kleptocratic regime
emerges in Tel Aviv in the near future.
That all means that the perception of Israel, which
boasts that it is the exclusively Jewish state
composed of people chosen by God, inevitably
raises questions about the international Jewish
community that provides much of its support.
But it is important to understand that the hostility
towards Zionism as a political movement is mostly
driven by Israeli behavior, not by Jews as an
ethnicity or as a religion.

The alleged increase in anti-Semitic incidents is
largely fueled by how those incidents are defined.
Israel and its friends have worked hard to broaden
the parameters of the discussion, making any
criticism of Israel or its activities ipso facto an antiSemitic incident. The State Department’s working
definition of anti-Semitism includes “the targeting
of the state of Israel” and it warns that antiSemitism is a criminal offense. Recent legislation in
Washington and also in Europe has criminalized
hitherto legal and non-violent efforts to pressure
Israel regarding its inhumanity vis-à-vis the
Palestinians.
Legitimate criticism of Israel thereby becomes both
anti-Semitism and criminal, increasing the count of
so-called anti-Semitic incidents.

Raja Krishnamoorthi (L) Fiona Hill (R). Credit: PBS
NewsHour/ YouTube

Krishnamoorthi asked, “Would you say that these
different theories, these conspiracy theories
targeting you, spun in part by people like [Roger]
Stone, as well as fueled by Rudy Giuliani and
others, basically have a tinge of anti-Semitism to
them, at least?”
Hill answered, “Well, certainly when they involve
George Soros, they do.”
Krishnamoorthi, who is seeking a career in politics,
understands that pandering to Jewish power in
America is essential, so his question was more an
expression of where his own loyalty lies than
serious. And his query is rooted in what appears in
the U.S. mainstream media, reflective as it nearly
always is of a certain institutional Jewish viewpoint.
One would think from the New York Times and

That means that the numbers inevitably go up,
providing fodder to validate a repressive response.
One might add that Hollywood, the mainstream
media, and academia have contributed to the
allegations
regarding
surging
anti-Semitism,
relentlessly unleashing a torrent of material rooting
out alleged anti-Semites, while simultaneously
heaping praise on Israel and its achievements.
Professor of Holocaust Studies Deborah Lipstadt
has written a book Anti-Semitism: Here and Now
about what she regards as the new anti-Semitism,
supporting her belief that it is getting markedly
worse in both Europe and the U.S. There is also a
movie about her confrontation with holocaust critic
David Irving called Denial.
All of the media exposure of so-called antiSemitism has a political objective, whether
intended or not, which is to insulate Israel itself
from any criticism and to create for all Jews the
status of perpetual victimhood which permits many
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in the diaspora to unflinchingly support a foreign
country against the interests of the nations where
they were born, raised, and made their fortunes.
That is called dual loyalty and, in spite of frequent
denials from Israel-apologists, it clearly exists for
many American Jews, who are passionate about
the Jewish state, including members of the Trump
Administration Avi Berkowitz, David Friedman, and
Jared Kushner.

Much of the recent activity to silence critics of
Israel has, ironically, taken place on university
campuses, where free speech has been revoked
because some Jewish students have claimed to be
threatened by criticism of the Jewish state. The
growing non-violent Boycott, Divestment, and
Sanction movement (BDS) on campus is rightly
perceived as a major threat by both the Israeli
government and the Israel lobby in the United
States. Twenty-seven states and Congress have
either passed or intend to vote on legislation
penalizing its supporters.
To combat the BDS movement, a recent document
entitled A Hotbed for Hate: A Comprehensive
Dossier of Antisemitism at Columbia University and
Barnard College Since the 2016-2017 Academic
Year has been published by a Jewish group in New
York City that calls itself “Alums for Campus
Fairness.”
It
claims
to be a
meticulous
documentation of anti-Semitism in action at the
two colleges, but when one goes through the entire
33 pages, nearly all the citations relate to protests,
speeches, or writing concerning Israel and its
inhumane treatment of the Palestinians.
The campaign to eliminate any criticism of Israel or
the standard narratives that support the creation
of the Jewish state is indeed unrelenting, and
where the claim of anti-Semitism is not enough,
allegations of Holocaust denial become the
ultimate weapons.

Karen Pollock of the Holocaust Education Trust said
in January, “One person questioning the truth of

the Holocaust is one too many.” That is nonsense.
Any, and all, historical events should be questioned
regularly, a principle that is particularly true
regarding developments that carry a lot of
emotional baggage.
The Israel Lobby would have all Americans believe
that any criticism of Israel is motivated by historic
hatred of Jews and is therefore anti-Semitism.
Don’t believe it. When the AIPAC crowd screams
that linking Jews and money is a classic antiSemitic trope respond by pointing out that Jews
and money are very much in play in the corruption
of Congress and the media over Israel.

Terrible things are being done in the Middle East in
the name of Jews and of Israel, who make the war
criminals appear to be victims every time they
raise the issue of anti-Semitism. Just recall what
the Israeli minister admitted: “It’s a trick; we
always use it.”

*https://americanfreepress.net/thefraudofantisemitismexposed/

___________________________________________________
Remember this recent matter?
****

The 2017 Anti-Semitism Scare: Made in Israel?
Franklin Stahl •
“Hate Crime Survey Reports” (unz.com, posted on
7/21/2019) seeks to explain the
significant up-tick in anti-Semitic hate
crimes in the first quarter of 2017,
following President’s Trump’s election.
The key feature of this increase was
hundreds of bomb threat phone calls
made to U.S. Jewish Community Centers. On April 21,
2017, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) filed a
criminal complaint against Michael Ron David Kadar
accusing him of making hate calls using on-line
“Spoofing” services
*
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/usisraeli-mancharged-connection-threats-jewish-community-centersconveying-false-information.

August 3, 2019
On June 8, 2017, this author’s Seattle-based attorney
emailed a letter (copy here) to half-a-dozen DOJ
attorneys that questioned whether the proper person had
been charged for these crimes. The letter made a
testable hypothesis — if “Michael R. Kadar” of Illinois flew
from Chicago’s O’Hare Airport to Tel Aviv a day or two
prior to Kadar’s arrest in Ashkelon, then DOJ had indicted
the wrong person. Further, if the wrong person had been
indicted, the letter suggested a more likely culprit —
Kadar’s Israeli mother, Dr. Tamar Kadar, who is a
chemical weapons researcher at the Mossad-operated
Israeli Institute for Biological Research.
Within minutes, the Seattle attorney received a phone
call from DOJ’s Ryan Dickey, who works in the Computer
Crime division, and was one of the email’s recipients:
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“I got a call from Ryan Dickey. He was involved in the
investigation leading to the Criminal Complaints. He
wanted to know what this was about before he opened
the pdf. I explained. He seemed genuinely interested in
the suggestive information and he told me that he would
open and read the letter and would insure that the
information is shared with the appropriate folks.”
DOJ lawyers do not investigate crimes; that’s the FBI’s
job. The FBI has ready access to overseas TSA flight
information for travelers. If Michael Kadar did not fly
from Chicago to Tel Aviv in the narrow timeframe
predicted, the hypothesis could be rejected and I would
expect to hear no more from the government.

On July 25, 2017, my Seattle lawyer reported the
following:
“I got a call from Greg Leiman, an FBI agent who wanted
to interview me regarding Michael Kadar. I told him I had
no knowledge beyond the contents of the letter but that
my clients may have more information. I told him I
would check to see if you are willing to be interviewed.
He understands that you desired anonymity given the
possible publicity/blowback, but I told him you might be
willing to talk now that you know the FBI is investigating.
Let me know what you would like to do in response to
this request.”
During the course of that day, this back-and-forth
ensued (read from the bottom up):

Ending with . . .

Thereafter, the FBI went silent; there’s been no interview
nor any further communication from the FBI. Why?
Perhaps other actors associated with the JCC bomb
threats might explain the FBI’s passivity. The clues to
those other actors are found in the FBI’s criminal
complaint against Michael Kadar. In his affidavit, Tampabased FBI special agent Gregory Tarbert explains that
Kadar
“utilized
user
accounts created at a
company which provided
online
call
‘spoofing’
services.” Setting up a
Spoofing user account
requires a phone number,
as
explained
by
the
popular SpoofCard.com:
The FBI reports four U.S.-based phone numbers
associated with the spoofing accounts used to make the

JCC threat calls. How Michael Kadar, who Israeli media
describe as a brain-tumored, homeschooled teen living
with his parents in Ashkelon, acquired use of U.S.registered telephones remains unexplained by U.S. or
Israeli officials.
For those who have tried to trace the owner of an
unknown cell phone number, you know that internet
search engines are not worth your credit card charge.
However, before its fall from grace, one public search
engine was pretty good at discovering the self-identified
owner of a phone number — Facebook. If a FB account
owner entered into their profile a phone number, a FB
reverse search on that number would pull up the account
owner’s profile. Here’s what a mid-2017 (since deleted)
FB search pulled up for one of the FBI-identified spoofing
account phone numbers:
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Google reports that a “Linda Hamel” lives in California
(510 is a California area code) where she directs the
Church of Scientology’s counter-intelligence functions.
WTF? Haaretz reports that “The Church of Scientology
has apparently found one place where its presence
doesn’t set off alarms, protests and demonstrations, and
that place is one of the world’s most religiously fraught
countries: Israel.” We’ll leave readers to explore the
internet’s various conspiracy theories linking Scientology
to Israel and the Mossad.
Using the same Facebook search tactic, on the same
2017 date, the author identified another of the spoofing
phone numbers associated with a Philadelphia-area
Chabad leader (also since deleted from FB). Chabad is a
fast-growing orthodox Jewish sect that believes all Jews
must return to Israel before the messiah can reappear to
save humanity; a view consistent with Zionism’s political
objectives. Meanwhile, the FBI has remained silent on
the possibility of co-conspirators to Kadar’s hate crimes.
In sum, here’s what this author thinks went down. In
early January, 2017, the first bomb threats included two
Chabad community centers. These threats were not
reported to the police nor did they receive publicity.
These first calls may have been testing the system. By
March or earlier, U.S. authorities knew the calls were
being made by a person overseas, i.e., they were not a
sign of rising domestic anti-Semitism. The FBI pinned the
source to Israel and notified its Israeli law enforcement
counterparts. It appears Israel was slow to react, so the
FBI sent a team to Israel to catalyze action. The FBI was

not involved in the Ashkelon arrest itself, which was left
to Israel’s domestic police. Everything the FBI received
thereafter from the Israeli end of the investigation
passed through Israeli law enforcement/intelligence
hands before being given to the FBI. The FBI gained its
non-Israeli-sourced intelligence through the spoofing
company subpoenas, on which the DOJ Florida
indictment is based.
When the FBI told Israel it knew the geographic source of
the calls, Israel needed a scapegoat and a cover story.
Michael R. Kadar was well-suited to the task. Tamar
Kadar, his mom, made the calls from her Ashkelon
apartment. For what it’s worth, in 1990 Dr. Tamar Kadar
spent a sabbatical year in the U.S. at a Maryland Army
chemical weapons research facility, which could account
for 27-year-old MRK’s dual citizenship reported by DOJ in
2017. Immediately upon his release from jail, MRK was
flown to Tel Aviv (“we’re going to visit mom”), taken to
the apartment and arrested. The FBI could declare
victory (for which FBI director Comey received an award
from the Jewish Federations of North America). Israel
could blame a brain-addled teenager motivated by crass
profit. Meanwhile, President Trump, whose pro-Israel
credentials were suspect initially, has now allied himself
tightly to Israel’s agenda.
Franklin Stahl, Ph.D., a member of the National Academy
of Science, is a geneticist living in Eugene, Oregon.
Lacking a lab, he finds puzzles to solve on the internet.
* http://www.unz.com/article/the-anti-semitism-scaremade-in-israel/

_____________________________________________________
Israel in uproar after chief rabbi calls exSoviet Jews ‘religion-hating goys’
By Noga Tarnopolsky, Times special corresp, Jan. 8, 2020

Between 1989 and the mid-2000s, as the Soviet Union
unravelled and fell into ongoing turbulence, about 1.5

million Jews made their way across newly opened
borders and fled.
One million of them went to Israel, where they were
received as long-lost brethren and provided financial
assistance to resettle.
For many Israelis, the arrival of “the Russians” was
experienced as something akin to the fulfilment of a
biblical prophecy, in which the reincarnated Jewish
homeland welcomed exiles to their ancestral home.
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Israel’s Law of Return, in place since its founding in
1948, confers the right to citizenship to any Jew. And, in
an echo of the Nazi decree subjecting even the
grandchild of a Jew to racial laws and eventual death, the
Israeli law guarantees
citizenship, and safe
haven, to a spouse,
child or grandchild of a
Jew — even one with
little
connection
to
organized Judaism.
Israeli Sephardi Chief
Rabbi Yitzhak Yosef
welcomes Pope Francis
to the Heichal Shlomo Center in Jerusalem on May 26,
2014. Jack Guez / AFP/Getty Images.

But the Soviet prohibition on religious practice left many
of these newly immigrated Jews, and their non-Jewish
relatives, exposed to slurs and slights from conservative
rabbinic figures in Israel.
On Tuesday, the tension between Israeli civil society and
religious authority exploded into the public sphere when
video obtained by the Ynet news portal showed Israeli
Sephardi Chief Rabbi Yitzhak Yosef denouncing
“communist, religion-hating goys,” referring to gentiles.
“Hundreds of thousands or tens of thousands of goys
came to Israel under the Law of Return,” he protested at
a rabbinical gathering last week in Jerusalem.
On Wednesday, calls to fire Yosef grew. The anti-racism
unit in Israel’s justice ministry announced that more than
100 complaints of incitement were filed against the rabbi.
Yosef, one of two Israeli chief rabbis who are public
officials working for the Ministry of Religious Affairs, told
the audience: “There are many, many non-Jews here,
some of them communists, hostile to religion, haters of
religion. They are not Jews at all — goys. Then they vote
for parties that incite against the ultra-Orthodox and
against religion.”
Their votes, in the midst an electoral year, appeared to
be the rabbi’s major concern.

The Israeli rabbinate’s budget depends on public funds
apportioned to religious political parties under the
complex
negotiations
that
establish
coalition
governments.
The more votes, the better the budgets for public
employees who have traditionally controlled curricula for
Jewish education, certified religious marriages and
supervised religious conversion among their myriad
duties.
Traditionally, ultra-Orthodox parties have served as
political kingmakers, securing significant benefits for
their followers, principal among them a blanket
exemption from the military draft imposed on Israeli 18year-olds.
In the last year, that leverage has shifted to Yisrael
Beiteinu, the secular, right-wing party founded by
Avigdor Lieberman, a former defense minister who has
successfully parlayed Israelis’ growing exasperation with
the power of religious authorities to become Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s most tenacious nemesis,
and Israel’s most consequential political leader.
Three times in a little over a year, Lieberman’s
intransigence has prevented Netanyahu from governing.
In December 2018, he provoked the collapse of
Netanyahu’s government, and, by refusing to yield to the
coalition demands of religious parties, he prevented the
formation of Cabinets after elections last April and
September.
Lieberman, whose supporters are primarily emigres from
former Soviet republics, called for Yosef’s immediate
suspension and asked the judiciary to investigate his
possible breach of laws against racist incitement.
In its Wednesday editorial the Jerusalem Post called on
Netanyahu to fire Yosef, saying his remarks “are just the
latest reason why the Chief Rabbinate needs to be
abolished, and rabbis like him need to stop getting paid a
salary from the state.”
*https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/202001-07/israel-rabbi-soviet-jews-communists

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------When will Truth-Telling be liberated? – again a repeat –

Professor Arthur Butz supports
Iranian President
On 24 December 2005 Professor Arthur Butz stated
in MEHRNEWS, Iran:
Dr. Robert Faurisson has told me that you wish to learn
of the extent of endorsement, by his colleagues, of the
recent remarks of Iran's President Ahmadinejad on the
subject of the Jewish ‘Holocaust’. I base my comments
here on the reports on these remarks that I have read in
the Western press.
In 1976 I published a book entitled The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century, in which I argued:
1. The alleged slaughter of millions of Jews by the
Germans, during World War II, did not happen.
2. The extermination allegation is properly termed a
hoax, that is to say, a deliberately contrived falsehood. It
was not at its source an honest misunderstanding or
accidental falsehood.
3. The hoax had a Zionist provenance and motivation.
That is, while some of the original obscure stories did not

come from Zionist sources, the elevation to allegations
repeated by the American and other governments, and
major institutions, was due to Zionist circles within those
countries, who acted with Zionist motivations.

I continue to maintain those three theses, which have
become core features of what is called ‘Holocaust’
revisionism. Apart from some nuances of wording, the
three theses were repeated by President Ahmadinejad.
Therefore, there can be no question that I endorse his
remarks in those respects.
In the years since the publication of my book in 1976,
there were two developments that I did not expect:

4. Western countries undertook a massive repression of
revisionism. In some cases, particularly in Europe, legally
formulated persecution has sent revisionists to prison, in
blatant contradiction of the sermons we have given the
rest of the world on ‘human rights’ and ‘freedom’. In
other cases, revisionists have been ruined professionally
with the cooperation of government bodies.
5. The cognizance of the ‘Holocaust’ in the West was
transformed into a loud, never-ending series of
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ceremonies that can only be interpreted as religious in
nature.

President Ahmadinejad's remarks also included the last
two observations, so of course I also endorse the
remarks in those respects. I congratulate him on
becoming the first head of state to speak out clearly on
these issues, and regret only that it was not a Western
head of state.
His political remarks receive no comment on my side. By
‘political remarks’ I mean those that deal with questions
of what ought to happen now.

Sincerely,
Arthur R. Butz
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois 60208, USA
*http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/Dissenters1/Butz/Bu
tz_iran.htm
*http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n273.ht
m

__________________________________________________

Weg mit der Judensau !?! |
Heute war ich in Dessau, wo um die Zukunft der Wittenberger "Judensau" gestritten wurde. Es
war spannend und lehrreich, in die Sichtweisen der Kontrahenten einzutauchen, jedoch muss
auf das Urteil noch gewartet werden. Wie seht Ihr das - soll die Judensau bleiben dürfen?
Schreibts in die Kommentare, Freunde!
*https://volkslehrer.info/videoarchiv/2019/6/15/weg-mit-der-judensau-heimat-?rq=Judensau
*https://volkslehrer.info/videoarchiv/beschlsse-und-ergsse-aus-karlsbad-stdtetour
*https://volkslehrer.info/videoarchiv/post-von-poeten-und-antisemiten
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From October 2003: http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n204.htm
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

… and now with some preliminary meanderings Fredrick Töben enters through this politically
correct minefield in an attempt to contextualise JÜRGEN GRAF’S latest masterpiece:

JÜRGEN GRAF - HH 36 - Holocaust Handbooks - Volume 36
--------------------------------------------------------------10

Anyone, who throughout this past half century’s
holocaust revisionist journey has grown weary of
the ever changing official Holocaust-Shoah storyline, can gain further comfort from Germar Rudolf’s
latest 3rd edition Dissecting the Holocaust, which
is Volume 1 of his definitive Holocaust Handbooks
>>that applies state-of-the-art scientific technique
and classic methods of detection to investigate the
alleged murder of millions of Jews by Germans
during World War II. In 22 contributions of each ca.
30 pages, the 17 authors dissect generally accepted
paradigms of the 'Holocaust'. It is a thrilling read.
This is the intellectual adventure of the 21st
century...
Dissecting The Holocaust
The Growing Critique of
‘Truth’ and ‘Memory’

>>Dissecting
marshals
the work of more than a
dozen
researchers
to
subject
the
“gas
chambers,”
the
“six
million,” the postwar trials
and other linchpins of the
orthodox
Holocaust
narrative
to
careful,
precise, methodical and
withering analysis. Robert Faurisson, Germar
Rudolf and Claus Jordan on how testimony
was coerced and convictions manufactured; G.
Rudolf on the evidence for Jewish losses
during WWII; Udo Walendy and John Ball on
analysis of photos alleged to depict the crimes
or their locations; Jürgen Graf on myths about
the concentration camps; Germar Rudolf on
how chemical analysis gravely weakens the
case for gassing in the Auschwitz gas
chambers; Carlo Mattogno on the cremation
furnaces of Auschwitz; Fritz Berg, Ingrid
Weckert, Carlo Mattogno and Arnulf Neumaier
on the technical and evidentiary absurdities of
gassing claims for German trucks and gas
chambers at Majdanek, Belzec, Sobibor and
Treblinka; and more. Dissecting’s handsome
design and format lend themselves well to the
numerous illustrations, charts, and diagrams
with which these leading revisionists advance
the wealth of evidence the book offers against
the Holocaust myth. 3rd revised and updated
edition of 2019.<<
"There is at present no other single volume that so
provides a serious reader with a broad understanding of
the contemporary state of historical issues that influential
people would rather not have examined." —Prof. Dr.
Arthur R. Butz, Evanston, IL
*

"There is much in the various contributions that strikes
one as thoroughly convincing." —Historian Dr. Joachim
Hoffmann, Expert Trial Report.
*
"Read this book and you will know where revisionism is
today. And the shock is that revisionism has done away
with the exterminationist case." —Andrew Gray, The
Barnes Review.
*
"These contributions read like detective stories—analyzing
the evidence for several crimes in a Sherlock Holmes
style." —The Christian News, July 24, 2000.
*
"I envy the United States where such a book can be
published without negative consequences. It will probably
unleash a broad discussion." —Historian Prof. Dr. Ernst
Nolte, Berlin, Germany.

------------------------Then, specifically, there is a new volume, No 36 in
the Holocaust Handbooks series: Jürgen Graf’s

AUSCHWITZ: Eyewitness Reports and Perpetrator
Confessions of the Holocaust. 30 Gas-Chamber
Scrutinized, which solidifies Rudolf’s
reputation as the publishing powerhouse of
Holocaust Revisionism.
In his latest book, Graf critically evaluates in detail
the eyewitness reports upon which the alleged
physical evidence of the Auschwitz murder
weapon/homicidal gas chambers rests, and upon
which the so-called official version of the Holocaust
narrative rests, e.g. that six million Jews
gassed/killed by the Germans at the end of World
War Two, etc.
witnesses

This “official narrative” is in numerous so-called
“free and democratic” countries ruthlessly protected
and fortified by laws, which incidentally do not
mention that such laws are specifically designed to
protect the official Holocaust narrative. In Germany,
for example, it is s130 of the Criminal Code –
defaming the memory of the dead – that catches
those who refuse to merely believe the nonsense
spouted
forth
by
so-called
>>Holocaust
survivors<< and who dare to question the official
narrative.
The legal mechanism employed is a watered-down
form of defamation principles with one fundamental
legal flaw: In any defamation action truth is a
defence, while in any “Holocaust law” there is no
defence mechanism because any material facts can
“generate/express a hurt feeling” and will thus find
an accused guilty of having committed a crime.
As well, judicial notice – Offenkundig - has been
taken of matters Holocaust, which specifics of the
narrative remain vague.
Such imposed procedural constraints bring adopted
legal procedures in line with the Middle Ages’ witchtrial mentality where heresay was enough to convict
an accused. The last time this kind of legal
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framework was fully applied to dissenting 
individuals was during the Nuremberg International
Military Tribunal activity held on 20 November 1945
to 1 October 1946, after the Germans had effected
the “unconditionally surrendered” to the Allies on 8
May 1945.
The most recent victim of such legal fiddling-thebooks for the sake of Jewish Holocaust-Shoah
interests is Alison Chabloz who lost her appeal
against a lower court decision that found her guilty
of having published offensive material. This case
had already had a flow-on effect from the UK to
France by her being banned from France for 40
years.

In Germany 91-year-old Ursula Haverbeck, 56year-old lawyer Sylvia Stolz, and 83-year-old
Horst Mahler and 64–year-old Alfred Schaefer
are serving prison time for daring to ask factual
questions about the official Holocaust-Shoah
narrative.
After a dozen years in prison, 68-year-old engineer
Wolfgang Fröhlich’s denial of any gassings having
occurred at all, has not been refuted.
One need not mention the perverse German legal
tradition of charging 90+year old former German
soldiers for having been a part of the
>>extermination of Jews<< mythology whereby
third-generation Holocaust survivors are permitted
into court as witnesses on behalf of their
grandparents who allegedly escaped/died during the
Holocaust.
Interestingly, Robert Faurisson’s quip still stands:
No holes, no Holocaust! – and his challenge
remains unfulfilled: Show me or draw me the
murder weapon, the homicidal gas chamber!
--------------------------------Jürgen Graf is a prolific author and his Holocaust
Handbook contribution is impressive:







Holocaust Handbooks by Jürgen Graf
▶ Volume 3: Jürgen Graf, The Giant With Feet of Clay:
Raul Hilberg and his Standard Work on the ‘Holocaust’
▶ Volume 4: Jürgen Graf, Carlo Mattogno,
Concentration Camp Stutthof: Its History & Function in National
Socialist Jewish Policy
▶ Volume 5: Jürgen Graf, Carlo Mattogno,
Concentration Camp Majdanek: A Historical and Technical Study
▶ Volume 8: Carlo Mattogno, Jürgen Graf,
Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?
▶ Volume 19: Jürgen Graf, Thomas Kues,
Carlo Mattogno, Sobibór: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality
▶ Volume 28: Carlo Mattogno, Jürgen Graf,
Thomas Kues, The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion
Reinhardt”: An Analysis and Refutation of Factitious “Evidence,”
Deceptions and Flawed Argumentation of the “Holocaust
Controversies” Bloggers

▶ Volume 36: Jürgen Graf, Auschwitz: Eyewitness
Reports and Perpetrator Confessions of the Holocaust: 30 GasChamber Witnesses Scrutinized
*https://holocausthandbooks.com/index.php?au
thor_id=3

********
A CONTEXTUAL DIGRESSION
Graf did develop an interest beyond the Holocaust
Handbook series and saw how other factors are
operating within the Holocaust guilt industry, which
awaken thought impulses
of Oswald Spengler’s 1923
book:
Untergang
des
Abendlandes:
Umrisse
einer
Morphologie
der
Weltgeschichte
The
Downfall of the OccidentThe Decline of the West.

In 2016 Graf completed
perhaps
his
most
important book available
in
both
the
original
German and an English
translation:
Der geplante Volkstod
>>Unser Titelbild zeigt Immigranten auf der italienischen
Mittelmeer-insel Lampedusa. Oben links der globalistische
Chef-ideologe Thomas Barnett; mitte, der Vater des
volkszerstörenden
Pan-Europa-Planes,
Graf
Richard
Nikolaus
Coudenhove-Kalergi;
rechts der jüdischkanadische Abtreibungs-arzt Henry Morgenthaler.

In
Europa
vollzieht
sich
gegenwärtig
ein
dramatischer demographischer Wandel, der das
Gesicht des alten Kontinents für immer zu
verändern
droht.
Parallel
zu
dem
durch
Geburtenrückgang verursachten Schrumpfen der
europäischen Völker erfolgt eine immer massivere,
größtenteils illegale Einwanderung aus Afrika und
Asien. Wird dieser Entwicklung nicht Einhalt
geboten, so werden die Europäer in absehbarer Zeit
zur Minderheit in ihren eigenen Ländern werden.
In dem vorliegenden, reichhaltig bebilderten Buch
wird
anhand
einer
Unmenge
von
leicht
überprüfbaren Fakten nachgewiesen, daß dieser
verhängnisvolle
Prozeß
kein
unabwendbares
Naturereignis ist und auch nicht auf die „Schwäche“
oder „Naivität“ der Herrschenden zurückgeht.
Die Masseneinwanderung ist nichts anderes als die
Verwirklichung eines seit 1925 existierenden Plans
zur
Zerstörung
der
weißen
Völker
durch
Vermischung. Flankiert wird diese Politik durch eine
Reihe
von
Maßnahmen,
die
eine
weitere
Verminderung der einheimischen Geburtenrate
bewirken sollen: familienfeindliche Gesetzgebung,
Förderung der Abtreibung, Propagierung der
Homosexualität und des „Gender Mainstreaming“.
Das Endziel der Akteure hinter den Kulissen besteht
in
der
Schaffung
einer
gemischtrassigen
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Bevölkerung ohne Traditionen und Ideale, die zum
organisierten Widerstand unfähig ist und sich von
den
herrschenden
Cliquen
nach
Belieben
manipulieren läßt.
Das Hauptverdienst dieses ungeheuer explosiven
Buches besteht darin, dem Leser Zusammenhänge
klarzumachen, von denen er bisher nichts ahnte.
Der Autor begnügt sich nicht damit, die tödliche
Gefahr, in der Europa schwebt, drastisch zu
schildern, sondern zeigt am Schluß seines Werkes
auch Lösungsmöglichkeiten auf und skizziert das
Modell
einer
alternativen,
gesunden
Gesellschaftsordnung, die den Fortbestand der
abendländischen Völker und ihrer Kultur sichert.<<
*https://derschelm.com/gambio/juergen-graf-dergeplante-volkstod.html

------------------------

English translation:

White
World
Awake!
Stopping
the
Planned
Extermination of Our Volk –
2016 - Jurgen Graf

>>Direct from the publisher!
Western civilization is in
desperate
peril.
White
people-our
volk-are
in
trouble. The question of the
day-and very likely the
question of the millennium-is whether Europe will
survive - and with it its American, Canadian,
Australian and South African cousins-and, if so,
how?
Seeking to answer those questions is a very
important new book, White World Awake! Stopping
the Planned Extermination of Our Volk. Those who
seek the truth will find the truth in the pages of this
book, and those looking for a practical plan of action
will find that as well.
For too long, observes the author, White people
have fought among themselves. The European
Union and NATO are failed efforts to correct that
situation. Europe faces an existential threat with
tsunamis
of
unassimilable
Africans,
Middle
Easterners and Asians swarming in. Russians,
Britons, Frenchmen, Germans and Poles, Serbs and
Croats, Romanians, Finns and Greeks, Spaniards
and Hungarians are all in the same rickety boat.
The time has come for Europe to speak with one
nationalist voice on military and foreign policy
matters, while it is equally necessary for each
nation and ethnic group to preserve its distinctive
language and culture, and for historical injustices to
be discussed openly. "Close the borders! Stop the
flood!" is key not only for Europe, but America and
all other White areas of the world. Thus Graf lays

out a practical 10-step program to stop the
genocide of the West starting with Europe, the
cradle of White Western civilization.
This is a book that needs and deserves to be in the
hands of every concerned person who cares about
the future of the Western world. 540 pages.<<
*https://barnesreview.org/product/white-world-awake/
________________________________

Another
recently
published
book
and
relevant to this review is
Hervé
Ryssen’s:
Psychoanalysis
of
Judaism,
also a
TBR
publication:

>>There is no doubt—
despite claims of rampant
“anti-Semitism”—that
Jews are possibly the
most successful religious
and cultural group on the
planet. In America, they
are the kings of media,
Hollywood, the music industry and Wall Street. They
have the most powerful and determined lobbies in
the world, working not only for their own national
interests, but the interests of the state of Israel.
Israeli leaders have openly admitted that they
“own” the U.S. Congress—and nobody will argue
against that with a straight face for very long.
So what makes Jews so successful? How have they
been able to wield such influence over the generally
non-Jewish nations in which they dwell? How have
they managed to convince so many that their
suffering over the centuries is worse than that of
other ethnic and religious groups? How have
powerful Jewish organizations managed to get the
world’s biggest and most lucrative tech companies
to restrict discussion of such topics on the Internet?
If we all can agree that Jews have had a great
impact on history, would it behoove us to
understand what it is about their religion and their
culture that makes them so resilient and so unified?
In short, what makes the Jewish mind tick? In
Psychoanalysis of Judaism, author Hervé Ryssen—
oft-attacked for his forthright books on the topic of
Judaism—delves into this very subject in a book
unlike any other you have ever read on the Jewish
psyche.
General topics covered include: How can guilt be
used to control people; how many religious Jews
believe that a Messiah will come who will raise them
up to global preeminence; their amazing racial and
religious solidarity; the parent-child relationship;
what
makes
them
laugh;
their
powerful
revolutionary
spirit;
their
attitudes
toward
Christianity and Christians; their cosmopolitan
mentality; the inexplicable existence of antiSemitism when Jews are perceived as champions of
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the downtrodden; anti-Semitic paranoia; their
ongoing love affair with communism; alleged
inferiority complexes; claims of codified incest;
Oedipal relationships; their love of feminism and
matriarchy; and, of course, an analysis of the
Talmud, Kabbalah and the “art” of psychoanalysis
itself as “invented” by Sigmund Freud.
This and so much more are discussed openly and
honestly in this book. By the end, you will have a
much greater understanding of the Jewish mindset
and how Jews in general—but not all—have
achieved an impressive level of status, wealth and
power attained despite dogged resistance from
other racial and religious groups over the
centuries.<<

universal arrogance, the Westeners have arrogated to
themselves the right to decree, unhesitatingly–as if it
were
obvious–the
irrelevanceof
innumerableliving
beingsperceived as inconvenient, not to mention the
subhuman worthlessness of entire populations, and even
their presumed noxiousness. Therefore, it became
acceptable and even necessary (or better yet: a good
idea) to despoi, oppress, persecute and indiscriminately
murder these national masses, who are considered
importunate and often harmful.<<

But there is more. Ryssen quotes from Bernard-Henri
Lévy’s 2004 published collection of articles, Récidives –
Repeat Offenses, where Lévy approvingly cites from JeanClaude Milner’s 2003 published Les criminels de l’Europe
*
https://barnesreview.org/product/psychoanalysis-of- démocratique – The Criminal Tendencies of Democratic
judaism/
Europe, that Europe is inherently >>potentially
Must watch:
criminal.<<
Ernst Zündel Interview with Carlos Whitlock Porter – the
Holocaust is a mixture of heresay, Communist and Allies’
propaganda – to justify the war and their own actions:

And there is still more! Ryssen quotes Michael Moore’s
2002 published book, Stupid White Men, wherein Moore
>>Keep the moral standards of the nation high … the
blames the American infrastructure decline on white men,
Holocaust is a rumour that’s got out of hand. <<
>>If everything is falling apart, this can only be the fault,
*https://www.bitchute.com/video/8rtMEKznHx6k/
as you might have suspected, of the stupid white racists
*https://cwporter.com/
who are in power. The virus of white stupidity is so
***
powerful that it has even infected blacks like Colin Powel
Ryssen’s thesis is that the wellspring of our current or Gale Norton or Condoleezza Rice … These stupid white
European societal degeneracy is traced back to its roots – men [President Bush’s whole team] must be arrested.<<
Judaism; see especially p 28, ff.
Ryssen comments: >>Moore naturally forgets to mention
Ryssen quotes at length from Edgar Morin’s 2005 book: the innumerable Jews, half-Jews, and Israeli citizens who
Culture et barbarie européenne – European Culture and infest all American governments on all levels, one after
Barbarism,
here
specifically
focusing
on
the the other, buzzing around the presidency like flies, but
implementation of a guilt-trip:
that’s just “business as usual,” as they say.
>>One might say that through the memory of the victim This mania of constantly projecting one’s own turpitude
of Nazism, as well as through the memory of the slavery onto others is indubitably a characteristic trait of the
of the deported African population and colonial cosmopolitan mentality; we also note that this inclination
oppression, that which rises into the conscious mind is the is profoundly rooted in the spirit of certain “intellectuals.”
barbarism of Western Europe. …Nazism is only the last We also know, by the way, that the role of Jewish
stage. … One of the weapons of Christian barbarism has merchants in the African slave trade, for example, is quite
been the utilization of Satan. It is with this frenzied simply overwhelming.<<
argumentative machine that Christianity exercises its
And then famous Holocaust survivor/liar, Elie Wiesel
barbarism. Of course, it has not enjoyed the exclusivity of
appears in Ryssen’s narrative:
the Satanic weapon. We can easily see today that Satan
is mentioned more and more frequently in virulent >>This systematic guilt-tripping is running at full throttle
in all democratic systems, wherever you look. In this
Islamist discourse.<<
regard, the Second World War is a fertile loam in which to
Ryssen also mentions Viviane Forrester’s: Le Crime
grow all the poisonous plants that will make up the new
occidental – The Western Crime, who claims:
transgenic historiography for future generations. Elie
>>Spoliations, acts of carnage, the genocide of entire
Wiesel, for example, intends to denounce the collective
peoples have been perpetrated on other continents, over
responsibility of Whites for the Shoah; of all Whites, and
the centuries, by and for Europeans, with a clear
not only the Germans. “Since Moscow and Washington
conscience, with public approval and public admiration for
were informed of what the killers were doing in the death
uch exploits, which are remembered with gratitutde by
camps,” he writes, “why was nothing done to slow down
that same public, once its thirst for possession has been
their ‘production’ at least? The fact that not a single
sated. All this thanks to the aptitude of the Westeners to
military airplane ever attempted to destroy the rail lines
manage, obliterate, and camouflage anything that gets in
around Auschwitz remains for me a scandalous enigma.
the way, without in any way changing the image of the
At the same time, Birkenau was ‘processing’ ten thousand
world that they create for themselves, or the rolethey
Jews a day. … But as to whether the Jews live or die,
pretendto play in the world. … In the name of their
whether they disappear today or tomorrow, the free world
supremacy, with an innate sense of the arrogance and
was indifferent.” Elie Wiesel is therefor truly disgusted by
with the certainty of their basic superiority, justifying their
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the hypocrisy of the Allies: “There was a time”, he said,
“when everything made me angry, and incited me to rage
or even revolt – against humanity as an accomplice.
Later, I experienced sadness first and foremost. … like
cowardsmen refused to listen.” <<

were confiscated after 1945 by East Germany, for which
there is no restitution.
Heir has demanded return of vast estate nazis took from
prince in plot to kill Hitler (Image: Frederick SolmsBaruth)

Ryssen closes the section he heads Operation Guilt-Trip, And in September judges in Leipzig again upheld the
by quoting Bernard-Henri Lévy’s comment about the view. This time, however, they ignored “incontrovertible
proof” the lands were stolen by the Nazi regime –
Holocaust:
>>This crime without vestiges, this crime without including ink analysis showing key documents were
archives … this crime without traces, this crime without written by Nazis.
ruins, this crime without graves, is a perfect crime, not in Friedrich also claims his family’s role in the plot and link
the sense that it would go unpunished, but in the sense to the estate has been airbrushed out of history in the
that it will be as if it had not happened.<<

town of Baruth, 30 miles south of Berlin. Prince Friedrich
III was already on the Gestapo’s watchlist before inviting
Valkyrie members to his castle where he agreed to help
A FURTHER DIGRESSION
Indeed, what will emerge out of a perfect no-crime has Colonel Claus Schenk Graf von Stauffenberg, the oneeyed and one-armed aristocrat who led the assassination
also been summed up by Bishop Richard Williamson:
plot.
********

The only sin that’s still left is NAZI SIN. That’s the new
religion, and Hitler is the Devil. The Six Million are the
Redeemer, which means that the Jewish people are God.
That’s the religion of today, and that’s deadly, absolutely
deadly. It’s got nothing to do with the Catholic faith
except that it’s a clever imitation of the Catholic faith
because you get Auschwitz instead of Golgatha and the
Gas Chamber instead of the Cross. That’s deadly. But ask
yourselves: What is the real religion of people today?
What’s the real religion of the state today? Can I
blaspheme our Lord Jesus Christ? Is anybody worried? No
problem! Blaspheme as much as you like. Can I blaspheme
against the Holocaust by saying that there were no gas
chambers? Horror! Horror! Horror! Burn him at the stake!
He’s a heretic! There you can see what is the real religion
of the government today, of politics today and of the mass
of people today.

------------------------------------Slovakian student confronts Holocaust Liars in a
Synagogue - The holocaust was real, Jewish American
newspapers started reporting about it even before 1900:
*https://archive.org/details/256ReferencesTo6000000Je
wsPriorToTheNurembergTrialAnnouncement/page/n39
*https://www.bitchute.com/video/JR7WuRQwMgCE/
********
Before detailing Graf’s latest Holocaust research, here is
an item relevant to how the process of finding out the
truth of a matter can be approached - through persistent
hard work! Of course, some would regard individuals who
had been involved in this historical “assassination
process” to have been traitors! But that’s not our current
concern.

Killing the Fuhrer was vital because soldiers of the Third
Reich swore their oaths of allegiances in his name. The
plot – turned into a 2008 Hollywood blockbuster – failed.
On July 20, 1944 von Stauffenberg planted a bomb in a
suitcase under a table in Hitler’s headquarters, the “wolf’s
lair”, in what is now Poland. The
bomb
exploded
but
Hitler
escaped with little more than a
burst eardrum.
Most conspirators were rounded
up and executed, including von
Stauffenberg, who faced a firing
squad the following day.
Frederick Solms-Baruth poses at his hotel in London
(Image: Frederick Solms-Baruth)

Others were tortured and interrogated in the dungeons of
Prinz Albrecht Strasse prison then strung up with piano
wire.
As Himmler’s personal prisoner, Prince Friedrich was only
spared that fate because of his royal heritage.
Relatives included Queen Victoria’s granddaughter,
Princess Alice, as well as members of the Swedish and
Danish royal families, and killing him may have deprived
Hitler’s SS chief of his chance to pursue secret peace
negotiations.

Since German reunification the family has argued that it
was while a prisoner, who was tortured, that the noble
was forced to hand over his estates to Himmler. With the
deeds missing, German authorities preferred the
WW2: German aristocrat whose grandfather was in
explanation that they had been confiscated by the East
plot to kill Hitler wants estate returned
Germans in communist land reforms. That would mean
Marco Giannangeli, 3 November 2019
they were not liable for restitution. But earlier this year
Prince Friedrich zu Solms-Baruth was involved in a
Prince Friedrich V made two astonishing discoveries.
doomed plot to overthrow the Fuhrer, Operation Valkyrie,
The first was an internal document written in 1942 by
made famous in the Tom Cruise film of the same
Himmler outlining how mandarins could secretly
name. His grandson, Prince Friedrich V, has been waging
confiscate the lands of political prisoners and erase all
a legal battle against the German government and says
traces so as not to be seen to be breaking Nazi law.
that the family estate was taken by Himmler after the plot
Bureaucrats would painstakingly remove all traces with
failed. For 30 years German courts have insisted the lands
razor blades.
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The second was a handwritten note referring directly to up of this by German courts in the old East Germany. I’m
the destruction of the deeds to Solms-Baruth’s estates.
now forced to take this to the Constitutional court, which
More astonishing, the documents were part of what he will be terribly expensive and complicated. This is the
calls a “deliberately misfiled” archive containing 10,000 sinister aspect of the whole thing and completely
similar claims that the German state had seemingly scandalous. It couldn’t be worse in a country where one is
supposed to feel protected by rule of law.”
decided to brush under the carpet.
“We uncovered a major cover-up by chance,” says Prince
Friedrich. “We got a tip-off by someone in one of the
archives that there was a restitution archive, which was in
the possession of the state. We were able to get into it
and found at least 10,000 similar potential claims. Our file
ought to have been handed to the court. This was not
done despite the fact that the court was told all archives
had been searched and nothing more was to be found.
They sat on it for 30 years. We were hoodwinked.

He added: “Clearly, it is their hope to run one out of
steam. They hope I will give up, or might not make it
there. But we’ve been fighting this battle for 30 years,
and we continue to bear the cost out of principle of
righting the wrong my grandfather suffered. He didn’t live
to see justice done, my father didn’t live to see justice
done. If I don’t live to see justice done someone else will
take over...”

********
The real scandal was that this case file contained While Germany has paid billions in Nazi restitution,
instructions to destroy all deeds pertaining to his there is an history of obstruction in many cases.
properties. We snuck in a In 2012 a £1billion trove of 1,500 works of Old Masters,
chemical ink analysis expert who Impressionist and Cubist paintings by the likes of Monet,
took samples of this file and Cézanne, Renoir and Toulouse-Lautrec was found in a
established from chemicals used Munich flat belonging to the sister of art dealer Cornelius
that the ink used to write the Gurlitt.
destruction
instructions
was Many had been stolen from Jewish owners by their father
manufactured before May 1945.
on Hitler’s orders. But the government ignored pleas by
of Holocaust survivors with proof of
ownership, saying the statute of limitations had expired.
“This gave us incontrovertible proof that the Nazis had The Gurlitts eventually returned some paintings to their
taken possession of the property before East Germany rightful owners.
even existed. We’d been told all this time that, since we The fate of 40 medieval and golden artworks of the
could not prove that the properties weren’t taken by Guelph Treasure still hangs in the balance after Germany
Nazis, these instructions had been issued by the East insisted its Jewish owners had not been forced to sell
Germans during Land Reform. Now, by their own criteria, them at a considerable loss to the Nazi government in
we have proven that it was the Nazis who confiscated our 1935. And in a six-year battle to reclaim their Berlin
property. My grandfather was forced to sign them over building, Dina Gold was asked to provide death
under torture. Yet when we presented these facts they certificates for her grandparents who were Auschwitz
simply said it was irrelevant.”
victims. She was awarded £8million.
Prince Frederick in his
Frederick Solms-Baruth)

WWI

Field

Uniform

(Image: decendants

He said one factor in the unfair judgment was the
continuing allegiance in what was East Germany to Soviet
and communist ideology. “The town of Baruth is trying to
eradicate a big part of history. If you go on to the town’s
website, my family’s history of more than 500 years,
including building its church and contributing greatly to its
culture and community, has been completely written
out. The mayor and those in power are tied to former
East German ideology which, of course, grants the Soviet
Union all credit for defeating
Hitler. Mrs Merkel officially
commemorated
the
75th
anniversary of the July 20 plot,
but they don’t want to accept it
even took place.” But he has
pledged to continue to fight for
justice.
Queen Victoria’s granddaughter, Princess Alice (Image:
Frederick Solms-Baruth)

Speaking last night Prof William Niven, author of Facing
the Nazi Past, said: “The division between east and west
still exists in relation to the July 20 conspirators who were
never really recognised in East Germany until the mid
1980s. The East Germans focussed on communist
resistance but rejected the military tradition which was
regarded as inherently capitalistic. What’s interesting
about these judgments is how quickly they dismissed the
fact that Prince Friedrich was a member of the opposition.
There’s plenty of evidence that he was involved in the
resistance. “

*https://www.express.co.uk/lifestyle/life/1199266/WW
2-hitler-kill-plot-German-aristocrat

********
>>BATTLE-OF-THE-WILLS<<
VICTIMHOOD MASKING POWER?
*Are white women shutting down
discussions about race and racism?
Lebanese-Syrian writer, Ruby Hamad, says

privileged white women are using “white
“We have been the victims of gross and malign
tears”
to
marginalise
women of colour and shut down
obscuration at best. At worst we’re dealing with a cover-
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discussions about race and racism: White Tears / Brown Their plan might be to gain full control of the Commons,
Scars.
like they had of the House of Lords under Blair, and oust
*https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigide the Muslims from it. (Jews are bewailing their loss of the
as/are-white-women-shutting-down-discussions-about-

Labour Party as their ‘political home’.)

race-and-racism/11655420,
C.f.:
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh9D_PUe7QI

And there is a third possibility:

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COlsbNNZsTM
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZbjHrMe-UY

********

Self-obsession can be a problem for those who
really are looking for an identity, are suffering
from
mental
stress
and
its
related
consequences,
or
have
never
grown
up/matured beyond the basic no compromise
death-dialectic of dominance-subservience,
where the quest for universality still has some
anthropologists bemused with the timeless
question: What is a Mensch?
From within the political domain, the following
brief comment from Sophie possibly clarifies
some of the issues, as raised in, e.g. ‘Utterly
betrayed’: Britain’s Jews are now politically homeless

*
If you have googled ‘Jews threaten to leave Britain’ you
have found the myriad of news sites that are carrying
articles about Jews threatening to leave Britain if Jeremy
Corbyn becomes PM. This Jewish threat has put me into
something of a bind:

3. After 1989, the still-Jewish but no longer formally
communist Hungarian establishment was building gated
housing estates all over Hungary. The houses on those
estates were priced well above the affordability levels of
locals. The nation roared the question ‘who are they for?’,
and voiced its suspicion that they are prepared for Jews
for when they have to flee Israel.
So have things come to such a pass that Jews are fleeing
Western Europe instead, for the ‘diversity’ here (of Jews’
own making) has turned on them?
Also, according to the conversations of my parents’
friends, it is well known that Jews never publicise genuine
instances of antisemitism, for they fear that they will
‘catch on’. So perhaps there is more happening on the
antisemitic front in Western Europe than we know about?
And Hungary was allowed, after a minimum of threats
and protest from the EU, to opt out of the EU’s ThirdWorld invasion program.
Perhaps Hungary and Poland are being kept free of
Muslims so that it is available as a haven for Jews?
I confess that I like the possibility of 3. so much that I
think I shall not be able to resist voting for the unlovable,
forever-apologising-to-Jews Corbyn.
[Ed. – What is the significance of the following incident?

When Horst Mahler tried to gain political asylum in
Hungary on the grounds of being persecuted in Germany
for his beliefs, the Hungarian government ordered his
1. Are the Jews on the level about leaving? They cannot return to Germany. European Nationalists’ hopes of
be, for they must surely know that even those of us who having found a European haven collapsed, and other
cannot stand Corbyn will vote for him on 12 Dec. if we
individuals, such as BNP’s Nick Griffin, left Hungary and
believe that they are on the level.
returned home.]
2. Is the Jews’ apparent promise to leave the trick that
will get elected the otherwise unelectable Corbyn, whom
And so PC marches on regardless:
they know they can easily control?
Further information from an Austrian viewpoint about
The case is surely unlikely to be 1., for the Jews are not illegals-immigrants entering Europe:
so naïve as to seriously think that the prospect of their Die komplette Rede von Herbert Kickl in Leibnitz! leaving will upset the British public. It might be 2., for it is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rHjS8jHgHnU
perfectly possible that the ground for it was prepared by
Ref.: Revisionist Retrospective No 1042
the parliamentary yenta choruses and their echoes that
screeched unrelentingly about Corbyn’s antisemitism.

__________________________________________________
and now to

HH 36
JÜRGEN GRAF
Holocaust Handbooks – Volume 36
AUSCHWITZ: Eyewitness Reports and Perpetrator Confessions of the Holocaust.
30 Gas-Chamber witnesses Scrutinized.
*******

Question: After the above detour into related
historical territory, I ask myself where shall I
begin with the review of Graf’s book. Perhaps

is it better to stay safe and look at the usual
physical aspect of the book, the layout, the
form and then its content.
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In this 358-page
paperback section of
the Appendix there
is
an
impressive
Bibliography listing
over 250 of the
most
important
references and an
Index
containing
over
360
listed
Names. This is a
comprehensive list
of who-is-who and
what the topic is all
about, and upon which rests the 41-page
Introduction, the 34-page Chapter 1: Crime
Scene Auschwitz, the 58-page Chapter 2:The
Eyewitness Reports, the 92-page Chapter
3:The Perpetrator Confessions, and a 12-page
Epiloge: To Break the Spell.
Now it is back to the Bibliography and Index,
there to look up Arthur Butz’s 1976-published
The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, which is
mentioned. Not mentioned is [Dr] Wilhelm
Stäglich’s 1979 book, Der Auschwitz Mythos.
Legende oder Wirklichkeit? Eine kritische
Bestandsaufnahme, Grabert 1979 - The
Auschwitz Myth, which resulted in its author
having his University of Göttingen doctorate
rescinded in 1983 on account of his 1979 book
being below academic standard; and the legal
process in this case used a National Socialist
law that governed the granting of academic
titles.
Both of these books are classics in that they
deny the systematic extermination thesis
about
Auschwitz-Holocaust,
and
their
theoretical conclusions have not been refuted.
Indeed, in 1993 JS Hayward wrote an MA
thesis at University of Canterbury, New
Zealand, which further demolished Auschwitz’s
fairy stories, but then Hayward re-canted his
conclusions without offering any substantial
reasons for doing so, except to say: ‘I stuffed
up!’ Fortunately, both his assessors refused to
get involved in anything of that sort, and
although the university let itself be pushed by
New Zealand’s Jewish groups to hold an official

enquiry, it refused to downgrade the MA hons.
with a BA because it had not found any
evidence of fraud/lies.
The theoretical conclusions reached by Butz,
Stäglich, Walendy, et al, were confirmed by
one of the great movers and shakers of
Holocaust Revisionism: Ernst Zündel.
And what do we find out about Zündel in
Graf’s book? The two most significant legal
challenges
to
the
Holocaust-Shoah
myth/ideology process that shook the world:
Ernst Zündel’s Canadian decade-long battle
fighting the legal charge of spreading “false
news” by having published Did Six Million Really
Die?.

Two jury trials ensued, in 1985 and 1988,
where he was found guilty, which in 1992 the
Canadian Supreme Court overturned because
it deemed s 181 of the Criminal Code to be an
infringement of free expression: "[e]very one who
wilfully publishes a statement, tale or news that he
knows is false and causes or is likely to cause injury or
mischief to a public interest is guilty of an indictable
offence and liable to imprisonment".

The 1988 retrial produced the sensation of The
Leuchter Report, where for the first time a
forensic investigation had been conducted at
Auschwitz and its alleged homicidal gas
chambers. It also led to the then official 4million death figure reduction to 1-1.5 million,
which however did not reduce the nonsense
six million total dead. Most readers are familiar
with the religious nature of the six million
figure that has been quoted in Jewish
litaerature since the 19th century.
The fact that statements from alleged
witnesses to the horror stories, until then had
been taken at face value, were for the first
time rigorously cross-examined by expert
lawyer, Doug Christie. This caused outrage
among individuals who realized what would
happen to the official Holocaust-Shoah
narrative, if those who unquestionably
accepted the official version of the Holocaust–
Shoah belief system felt betrayed by such
fraudulent fabrications.
Unlike in the recent US Brett Kavanaugh case
where the accuser Christine Blasey Ford was
gently cross-examined by Rachel Mitchell, in
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matters Holocaust there is, except in the
Zündel cases, little direct evidence available
where the absurd Holocaust-Shoah stories are
tested for truth-content. But Christie did this
brilliantly and vigorously!
In the German Günter Deckert case during the
1990s, his lawyer, Ludwig Bock, was fined
DM10,000 for having “too vigorously defended
his client”. When Bock became my lawyer in
1999 he remained silent, and so this would
have influenced the judge to hand down only a
ten-month prison sentence, which contrasted
to what Alfred Schaefer, Ernst Zündel, Sylvia,
Stolz, Monika Schafer, Horst Mahler and Ursula
Haverbeck received.
The German legal reason for not crossexamining the Holocaust survivors rests on the
belief that such would cause
further
unbearable trauma to these witnesses.
After all, it was not done to subject those poor
Holocaust survivors, whose experiences to this
day are still considered to be so unique and
beyond question! Thus to subject them to a
rigorous cross-examination of their fanciful
fabrications of suffering – multiple escapes
from imminent death in a homicidal gas
chamber, to even doubt/question any aspect
of their absurd story-telling, and merely a
questioning of what witnesses had been telling
the world for decades, would lead to great
psychological stress, if not traumatic nervous
breakdowns.
However, once it became apparent that the
legal constraints had been torn apart by Ernst
Zündel and his legal team headed by Doug
Christie and Barbara Kulaszka, the new catchall legal instrument of Human Rights
inspiration – where a “hurt feeling” is sending
those individuals to prison who question
matters Holocaust-Shoah – was quickly
cobbled together.
Especially during the 1990s in most western
democracies the rigorous cross-examination
inherent in any defamation law, was replaced
by Human Rights legislation where deceptive
concepts such as “freedom and equality”
governed the outcome of any judicial decision.
In ordinary defamation actions the truth
concept still rules supreme and offers a sound

legal defence against any generated “hurt
feeling”. However, the watered-down version
of legal defamation principles does not permit
“truth” to be a defence against any accusation
of having caused great grief to someone
offended, for example, against learning the
truth about the many lies that make up the
official Holocaust-Shoha narrative.
The legal trend now is to tighten laws that will
criminalize such concepts as: Hater –
Holocaust denier – Antisemite – Nazi – Racist.
And so in western democracies we have a
neutralization of our thought processes by
criminalizing “discrimination”, for example.
Anyone who thinks will commit an act of
discrimination. This is “balanced” by the
concept
“choice”,
which
suggests
that
individuals do have a free will to act according
to their beliefs.
This is not the case when fundamental topics
are out-of-bounds for whatever “political”
reason. Then we must note that there is no
clear-direct “Holocaust denial” concept used
when formulating specific laws that aim to killoff any open discussion on matters HolocaustShoah.
It must be noted that there is a defamation
case in Austria involving ten “Holocaust
survivors”: >>When the European Court of Human
Rights ruled last month that Austrian Holocaust survivors
had been defamed by an article printed in the right-wing
extremist journal Aula, it shone a light upon the murky
world of far-right magazines in Austria. <<

*

Jürgen Graf details this aspect of witness
statements when he discusses various
individuals who made up some absurd claims
as to what happened to them during this
alleged “systematic extermination in homicidal
gas chambers” period, then passed them on as
factually correct, of which Elie Wiesel was one
of the most famous fraudsters/Holocaust
survivors/liars.
His book, Night, is compulsory reading in
Holocaust Studies around the world, is sold as
an authentic memoir, and hence the book can
be categorized as non-fiction. Yet Wiesel
himself debunked his own writings when in his
1970-published book, Legends of Our Time, he
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wrote these astounding words, the absolute
height of his sophistry - >>Spitzfindigkeit<<:
Some events do take place but are not true;
others are—although they never occurred.
Indeed, how can one respond to such a
statement/admission!
Astoundingly, to this day the German
government is still pursuing 90+year-old socalled NAZI war criminals who are accused of
having assisted in the alleged “process of
exterminating European Jews in homicidal gas
chambers”!
Not so amazing is the fact that Wiesel received
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986, and his book,
Night, is still on the compulsory reading list in
schools where Holocaust Studies is offered as
a compulsory subject. When he died in 2016
the US Holocaust Museum established the Elie
Wiesel Prize, which in 2017 was awarded to
German Chancellor Angela Merkel! See: Carolyn
Yeager * Germar Rudolf.

*

Another witness, whose evidence Doug
Christie’s rigorous court cross-examination
trashed,
was
Dr
Rudolf
Vraba-Walter
Rosenberg, and Graf depicts this significant
legal event of 1985 by referencing directly
from court transcripts, which are a delight to
read!
Vrba’s report written in 1944 about the
homicidal gassings occurring at Auschwitz
were believed, but Arthur Butz’s in his 1976
definitive: The Hoax of the Twentieth Century,
questioned how such a massive murder action
could have been kept quiet within a huge
industrial complex. Graf correctly surmised
that such extermination activity “ … gassings
in Auschwitz would have spread like wildfire”.
Christie elicited from Vrba that his reported
errors and lies about the homicidal gassings
were to be explained by his resorting to
“poetic licence”.
Likewise, in 1987 a conversation ensued
between a “Holocaust survivor” Georg Klein
and Rudolf Vrba, wherein the former
expressed his ignorance about the mass
extermination.
The
matter
of
Claude

Lanzmann’s nine-hour Shoah film was raised
because Vrba appeared therein. Later Vrba
was asked whether “the horrible things that
Vrba described in the film were really true. ‘I
do not know,’ Vrba answered. ‘I was only an
actor reciting my lines.’ ‘How strange,’ the
colleague remarked. ‘I didn’t know that you
were an actor. Why did they say that the film
was made without any actors?’ I was
speechless.”
Such exposures of so-called Holocaust
survivors has multiplied during the Internet
age to the point where upholders of the
homicidal gassing claims will themselves
expose lesser tall-tales of survival against
NAZI brutality.
***

In his list of about 20 eyewitness reports Graf,
after close examination and evaluation,
illustrates how absurd their reports are. Even
mainstream media begins to report on
fabricated Holocaust rememberances!
Who can forget the classic case of Holocaust
survivor Herman Rosenblat who had claimed on
the Oprah TV Show that as a little boy in a
concentration camp every day a little girl – his
future wife-to-be – came to the camp fence
and threw an apple to him. After selling this
story for some years to the media, he
confessed: Yes, it’s not true but in my imagination
it was true!

Anything is thus possible – in my mind it was
true and it is still true!
One of the numerous other examples of such
fictitious writings we followed was Thomas
Keneally’s 1982 novel Schindler’s Ark, which in
1993 was renamed and turned into a film
Schindler’s List. That Keneally did not mention
the pivotal role David Brockschmidt’s father
played in transporting the Schindler Jews to
Auschwitz became a contentious issue raised
by Brockschmidt with Keneally, who continued
to ignore this fact. Also, initially the book was
sold as a true story, then reverted to fiction!
***

From the early 1980s to about 2006 the
Holocaust Industry gradually realized the
Holocaust Revisionists were serious scholars
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who directly challenged newly constructed
Holocaust myths that arose as a result of the
Holocaust Industry succeeding in developing
for schools various Holocaust Studies courses.
Holocaust Revisionists’ simple questions –and
their own research – about seeking physical
evidence of what allegedly happened at the
various “death camps”, did not prove any of
those absurd claims about a systematic
extermination of Jews.
Documentary and material proofs simply could
not sustain what was being alleged, and so
there are now legal constrainst imposed on
Revisionists so that eyewitness reports and
perpetrator confessions cannot be disputed.
Why not? Because doing so “is defaming the
memory of the dead” and causes untold grief
to survivors and their offspring, down to three
generations, to the granschildren of Holocaust
survivors.
***

In

his

Chapter Three: The Perpetrator
Graf’s concise and precise writing
style succeeds in clarifying what eight socalled perpetrators admitted to having done
while dealing with Jewish concentration camp
inmates: Rudolf Höss, Pery Broad, Johann Paul
Confessions,

Kremer, Franke-Gricksch, Richard Böck, Kurt
Prüfer-Karl Schultze, Hans Aumeier, Maximilian
Grabner.
********

Now to Misrepresentations and omissions
********

But before focusing on Graf’s detailed work in
exposing the process of obtaining confessions, a
brief detour – again! – because a current item is of
interest here, which is an absolute joke, were it not
so serious. Indeed, I conclude it is legal insanity
itself that is here on display, and I label it thus:

The Madness of Third-hand Witness-forthe-Prosecution, only in Germany!
--------------*Grandson of Holocaust survivor bears witness as
former Nazi guard goes on trial
>>In Germany, 93-year-old Bruno Dey is on trial for
being an accessory to the murders of more than 5,000
people — because when he was 17, he was a guard at a
Nazi concentration camp.
On Friday, Bruno Dey went on trial. The 93-year-old
German man is accused of being an accessory to the
murders of more than 5,000.

During the Second World War, Dey was a Nazi SS guard
at the Stutthof concentration camp. He may be one of
the last people to be prosecuted for his actions during
the Holocaust.
Ben Cohen's great-grandmother was one of the
thousands of people who were murdered at that camp.
His grandmother, Judy Meisel, was also at the camp, but
survived. She is one of the co-plaintiffs in the case but
was unable to attend the trial.
As It Happens host Carol Off spoke to Cohen about his
grandmother and what it meant to attend the trial on her
behalf. Here is part of their conversation.
What has it been like for you to be in the courtroom to
see Bruno Dey face trial?

This is the second trial that I've attended on behalf of my
grandmother, Judy Meisel. The anticipation on the first
day is always really high. Seeing the accused brought in
in a wheelchair for the first time is always really very
intense. There's a little bit of a almost feeling of theatre
to what's going on sometimes in the courtroom.
It's been a really remarkable experience. I've had a
chance to meet the amazing prosecutors and
investigators working on this and, in a way, I felt like I've
had a good chance to engage with the process.
Your grandmother has been speaking with German
officials about her experiences. She didn't go. She's, I
believe, 90 years old. Is that right?

The only reason I'm here in Hamburg is because she
can't be here herself. She wishes she could have come
and stood in that courtroom and given her testimony in
person and looked the perpetrator in the eye and faced
that herself.
But she can't. Because she's 90, traveling here is no
longer possible. So I come here on her behalf. I felt it
was important that someone from our family could be
here to be a witness to these trials.
My great-grandmother was murdered in the gas chamber
at Stutthof. My grandmother survived with her sister,
Rachel. And, you know, for me to be able to be here is,
in its own way, just a miracle.
And so I do that for my grandmother. I do that for my
family. I do that in solidarity with the other survivors and
the victims who can't be here.
Stutthof is the camp where Bruno Dey was a guard.
He started there when he was 17 years old. What does
your grandmother remember? What does she say in her
remarks about her memories of Bruno Dey and her time
there?

She has very vivid memories of her time at Stutthof. She
doesn't have any specific knowledge about Bruno
Dey and what he did. She knows what the guards did.
She was there. It was total brutality.
She has the most horrible stories to share about that. On
the day they arrived at the camp, a female guard said to
them, "No one's getting out of here alive. You're all to be
doomed."
Two guards ripped her hair out of her head when she
arrived at the camp. And from there it just it got worse. I
mean, the guards accompanied them to the gas chamber
where her mother was murdered.
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And, of course, Bruno Dey himself is open about this,
right? He says he was a camp guard. He was there. He
was aware of what was going on. But he says he
personally didn't kill anyone. What's your response to
what he's had to say?

He has been willing to co-operate and say quite a bit to
the investigators. There's a 200-page transcript of his
statements that he made to the investigators over the
last few years.
And so, I think that it's actually a really good thing that
we can hear from these perpetrators while they're still
alive and to have Bruno Dey acknowledge that their plan
was to exterminate the Jews and to say those things is
actually really important, especially when you think today
about Holocaust denial.
And when you think about the fact that people
are actually trying to erase these things and deny that
they ever happened, who can tell us better than
perpetrators what their role was and what was their
mission and why did they do this? So I hope we can hear
more from him.
This man, Bruno Dey, is 93. He was 17 when he was the
camp guard and, in fact, he is being tried in juvenile
court. Should we have any sympathy at all for Bruno Dey?

That's a hard one to answer. The short answer is no.
I mean, he's had the chance to live his entire life free.
And so, should we have sympathy for him having to
answer questions at a courtroom now about what he did
in the Holocaust? I don't think that that's very big of an
ask, to be honest with you.
My grandmother has spent her whole life without a
mother. So my answer to that is no.
I think that whatever pain and suffering he has to endure
in a courtroom today is just nothing compared to what
the survivors — and that's not even talking about the
victims of the camp who didn't even make it out.
You mention the Holocaust denying, which is rearing its
ugly head once again, and revisionism. But the people
who can actually be put on trial and those who can testify
are soon not to be with us. So without the witnesses,
without the actual people who went through this, what
happens to the story? Do you worry that we can't and
won't be telling this story when we don't have the people
who can bear witness and tell us what happened?

There's no question that an eyewitness testimony is so
much more powerful and useful than anything else in
these situations. And so, we will face a time soon when
there will be no more eyewitnesses.
And I feel it's my obligation to make sure that my
family's story can be preserved in the best way it
possibly can. My grandmother made a promise to her
fellow prisoners that if any of them should survive that
they would tell the story of what happened there to make
sure that no one could forget.
And in engaging with these trials, I've realized that her
story is actually my story — that I actually have a role to
play. And that there is a direct continuation of what she
went through and what I've been doing in learning about
this and engaging with the process as a way for me to be
able to tell her story in an authentic and true way.

Written by Rachel Levy-McLaughlin and John McGill.
Interview produced by Rachel Levy-McLaughlin. Q&A has
been edited for length and clarity.
*https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happensfriday-edition-1.5326396/grandson-of-holocaustsurvivorbears-witness-as-former-naziguardgoesontrial1.5326401

********

Jürgen Graf’s Chapter 3: The Perpetrator
Confessions, is a most disturbing chapter,
which should be compulsory reading in
orthodox Holocaust courses because of the
horrendous injustices it inflicted upon innocent
men who were caught up in World War Two
victory-revenge euphoria all based on outright
war-time propaganda fabrications and lies.
It astounds me with what ferocity the British
pursued alleged guilty German individuals,
then tortured them as if the bygone centuries
of Inquisition/ witch-trial torture, et al, had
never existed, but had been instructive in
making men talk under perfected conditions!
Let me conclude this section with a couple of
paragraphs that sum up the consequences this
blinding fury against German soldiers has had
on subsequent Holocaust research:
>>Höss cannot remember when the extermination of the
Jews started – “probably” in September 1941, “but it may
not have been until January 1942” (IX). The first date
denoted as “probable” not only conflicts with the
chronology of events outlined earlier, but also with the
orthodox Auschwitz narrative.
In whichever way one wants to look at it, for the
orthodox Holocaust historians the situation is hopeless.
One or the other of them tries a subterfuge by claiming
Höss obviously was in error and mixed up the summer of
1941 with the one of 1942 (cf. Pressac 1993, p.41; Orth
1999; van Pelt 2002, p.352), but also the later date is
radically impossible in the view of orthodox Holocaust
historiography: According to that viewpoint, the gassings
in the morgue of Crematory I in the Main Camp started
approximately in February 1942, and both the Birkenau
bunkers were put into operations at the end of March and
end of June 1942, respectively. Furthermore, the first
“extermination camp”, Chelmno, is said to have started
its murderous activities already in December 1942. All
this requires, of course, that by that time an
extermination order had been issued. In addition, Höss
has often repeated the dates shown here, and this in such
a persistent way that an error on his part is out of the
question. Höss has simply testified falsely, and knew he
was doing so.
In the face of this dilemma, why does the orthodoxy not
jettison all this, admitting Höss to be an unreliable and
therefore a worthless witness? Because it can’t without
sawing off the branch it’s sitting on. After all, the latest
since the publication in 1958 of his “notes” in the German
language, the first Auschwitz commandant is seen as the
key witness of the mass murders in Auschwitz. If this key
witness is not credible, which other witness is?<<
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Anyone who wishes to follow up on how Prüfer
of Topf & Söhne exemplifies the methods used
by interrogators to spoon-feed their prisoners
so as to obtain a coherent and convicting
statement from them, must personally read
this section. Revulsion is the feeling that
quickly develops and the belief in any form of
homicidal gassings ever having occurred is
quickly discarded as a disgusting revolting sick
joke!

In conclusion, then, Graf’s book convincingly
illustrates what kind of racket and what a
deliberate plan has been followed to give the
official Holocaust narrative legal force because
without it, Truth will emerge unhindered and
expose the liars and fraudsters and other such
shonks for what they are – like Herman
Rosenblat: >Yes, it is a lie, but in my mind it was true,
and it is still true, every day she threw me an apple!<

__________________________________________________________________________

>We knew nothing<
[…because Germans never gassed anybody - to date the murder weapon has not been found but Holocaust questioners
are severely punished/imprisoned for asking for the physical evidence/proof, as did 91-year-old Ursula Haverbeck! –
ed. Fredrick Töben]

Hitler personal staff claim they were in the dark on Holocaust
New memoir compilation by 3 former servants airs
historical dirty laundry, asserts their ignorance of
Nazi atrocities despite
their close proximity to
the Fuhrer
By Matt Lebovic 13
October 2018, 2:22 pm

of choice (public domain)

Nazi leader Adolf Hitler
with
children
at
the
Berghof, his alpine home

According to a compilation of eye witness accounts by
Adolf Hitler’s former domestic staff, the dictator’s
personal servants were unaware of Nazi atrocities during
World War II, including the murder of 6 million Jews in
the Holocaust.
In the book “Living with
Hitler,” published in May,
three former staffers to the
Fuhrer
deliver
their
impressions of everyday life
in his service. While many of
the
post-war
narratives
focus on mundane details
including Hitler’s daily menu
and wardrobe, the accounts
also shed light on life inside
“the gilded cage of the
Berghof,”
Hitler’s
alpine
retreat.
From his awkward attempts
to be photographed with German children, to the
oppressive control he exerted over his mistress, Eva
Braun, Hitler and his eccentricities are recalled with
general fondness. After designing the rustic Berghof
country house himself, Hitler went on to use the retreat
— and its stunning mountainous view into Germany’s
mythical past — to host meetings with heads of state.
By all three of the book’s accounts, domestic workers in
close proximity to Hitler were “in the dark” about the
regime’s evil-doings. According to former valet Karl
Wilhelm Krause, the dictator himself “wasn’t actually
informed about many things,” he wrote. “Hitler lived in a

kind of fake world,” said Krause, who “fell out of grace”
with his master over a bottle of mineral water.
The dismissal of Krause took place before Germany’s
“Final Solution” to the Jewish question was implemented,
although Krause continued to visit Hitler after his service
ended.
‘Living with Hitler,’ published in 2018 (courtesy)

In an interview with The Times of Israel about “Living
with Hitler,” for which he penned the Foreword, World
War II historian Roger Moorhouse said the former staff
members — including the book’s three subjects — were
not positioned to piece together Hitler’s “war of
annihilation” following Germany’s invasion of Soviet
lands. Hitler’s chambermaid at the Berghof retreat, Anna
Plaim, claimed that “most people knew nothing about the
extermination of the Jews as it was brutally executed at
Auschwitz.”
Admitting to having had an intense “fascination” with
Hitler, Plaim told an interviewer she was among the
Germans who visited Auschwitz-Birkenau following the
war, and of being disturbed by the encounter.
Plaim’s account sheds light on Hitler’s relationship with
Eva Braun, who played the role of mistress at the
Berghof. To the north, at headquarters in Berlin, Braun
found herself tucked away upstairs most of the day,
entering and leaving through a back door. In contrast,
photographs taken of her — and by her — at the Berghof
convey a free-spirited woman, at ease and usually
grinning by Hitler’s side.
For her part, chambermaid Plaim admitted to having
picked through Braun’s trash to learn more about her
mistress’s private life, including Braun’s mysterious
relationship with Hitler. Of the book’s three former staff
members, only Plaim remains alive.
‘We could have found out’
Earlier this year, the wartime diaries of German activist
Friedrich Kellner were published in English for the first
time. Inside his notebooks, Kellner pasted items having
to do with the regime’s atrocities as they occurred,
ranging from press clippings to fliers posted around
town.
A fierce opponent of Nazism, Kellner often wrote about
the regime’s lies to the German people, and he included
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several reports on the evolving genocide of the Jews in
Nazi-occupied Poland. Since the Kellner diary’s
publication
in
Germany, the work
has
been
considered a view
into what “ordinary
Germans”
might
have known about
the
Nazis’
genocidal activities
during the war.
Adolf Hitler and top Nazi leaders at his Berghof alpine
home (public domain)

According to Moorhouse, however, the ability to resist
was not widespread among the population of Nazi
Germany: Few people were privy to information at the
level of the well-connected Kellner.
“Kellner was exceptional,” said Moorhouse. “He was a
socialist, a court official, someone who had his eyes and
ears open. More than that, he was someone who was
consciously seeking to record the crimes of the Nazis for
posterity.”
Adding that Kellner was someone who “wanted to know,”
Moorhouse contrasted the late diarist with “Living with
Hitler’s” Anne Plaim, “a simple girl from Lower Austria
who came into Hitler’s employment as a chambermaid
when she was barely 20 years old,” he said.
“Not everyone is a
Friedrich
Kellner;
not
everyone
is
even
capable
of
being a Friedrich
Kellner,”
said
Moorhouse.
“Plaim
certainly was not.”
One of Adolf Hitler’s
later
secretaries,
Traudl Junge, whose 2002 memoir was the basis of the
German film ‘Downfall’ (public domain)

By way of the long-standing “what did they know”
inquiry, Moorhouse brought up one of Hitler’s betterknown secretaries, Traudl Junge. In her 2002 memoir,
Junge claimed that “we could have found out” with
regard to being kept in the dark about Nazi atrocities,
said Moorhouse.
“What [Junge] implies but doesn’t mention is that — for
whatever reason, blinkered by the high-life perhaps —
she and the others in Hitler’s entourage, like so many
others beyond, essentially did not want to know, and so
never asked questions,” said Moorhouse.
Along
with
most
wartime
Germans’
desire “not to know,”
reminded Moorhouse,
“the
past
was
a
different
place;
information was not
ubiquitous then, as it
is now,” he said.
Adolf Hitler and a child
at his alpine home, the Berghof (public domain)

During World War II, “[German] media was strictly
controlled,
conversation
was
constricted,”
said
Moorhouse. “Too often, I think, modern commentary on

this subject starts from this anachronistic position; from
the assumption that ‘they must have known.’ I think it is
much more complicated than that,” said Moorhouse,
whose book “Berlin at War” delves into the issue.
‘A rather more objective view’
In terms of insight into Hitler’s private life, the accounts
in “Living with Hitler” trod familiar territory with a some
new anecdotes.
Herbert Dohring, a housekeeper at the Berghof, relayed
that Hitler felt “socially responsible for his staff,”
including by giving them generous monetary gifts.
Dohring also spoke
about the darker
side
of
Hitler’s
personality,
including when his
wife once walked in
on Hitler “sitting in
full embrace on the
couch”
with
Geli
Raubal
—
the
dictator’s half-niece
— in 1931.
Adolf Hitler and his half-nieces, Geli and Elfriede Raubal
(public domain)

According to gossip, Hitler and Raubal were erotically
involved, and her presumed suicide might have been
connected to his over-possessiveness. While they lived
together, Hitler made sure Raubal was tailed everywhere
she went, and he bluntly terminated her relationships.
Of “Living with Hitler’s” three accounts, historian
Moorhouse found the narrative of valet Karl Krause “most
interesting,” he said.
“Most of the other accounts by members of Hitler’s
household are, shall we say, rather ‘uncritical’ in tone,”
said Moorhouse. “They
speak of ‘the Boss’ in
hushed,
reverential
tones, clearly influenced
by the feelings that
they had at the time.
Krause, however, has a
rather more objective
view. He was sacked by
Hitler in 1939…”
Adolf Hitler with one of his pre-war valets, Karl Wilhelm
Krause (public domain)

Moorhouse says an initial round of books by Hitler’s
personal staff was published in the 1960s, including
tomes from his pilot and valet. Although the latest set of
accounts adds little to the historic record, they offer
views into the Third Reich’s power center, he said.
“Books from members of Hitler’s household do show us
how, on one level, autocratic and totalitarian regimes
functioned; they show us the infighting, the petty
rivalries, the empire-building, the patronage, the
sycophancy,” said Moorhouse.
“Such things are doubtless present in the inner circles of
many despotic regimes, past and present, so are
arguably worth studying for that aspect alone,” said
Moorhouse.
Comment:
*Michael Mazur
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On looking up the names of the 3 personal assistants I
see that the two men died in 2001, and that the lady
would be 98. She too might as well be on the other side,
for surely as it would be unseemly to fatigue someone of
very advanced age - with few breaths left in her body, to
contribute to the book, it would also be to approach her
for permission.
Though we have sole mention of one Roger Moorhouse
having done the foreward, which isn't really what I
wanted to know, the question of who actually cobbled
together the long pre existing material, from diverse
sources, between two covers is not mentioned here in
the article.
You guys are truly nostalgic for the days when you had
real live Nazis to kick around, to crush the testicles of
more than a 100 of them in the jail awaiting trial at
Nuremburg for not confessing to something that did not
even happen, nor even allowing Nazis legal counsel, nor
witnesses to corroborate their story - singular, as there
were no gassings of anyone.
* Fredrick Toben
Some of the below comments indicate to me that
anything written about Hitler will follow the official
orthodox version as legally set down during the IMT
trials, the Frankfurt Auschwitz trials, other lesser trials the kangaroo courts that stripped Germans of their soul.
Thanks to Julian Assange, et al, we know what
individuals will do and say under torture, e.g. at Abu
Ghraib.
As to the extermination thesis - it is now a legally
sanctioned orthodoxy, which Ernst Zündel in his
1985/1988/1992 Toronto "False News" Trials exposed so
clearly. Expert witnesses failed miserably under crossexamination and revealed how this "Holocaust" narrative
is not to be questioned.
Anyone who dares question the officially sanctioned
"ideology" of matters Holocaust is immediately branded
an
antisemite,
Holocaust
denier,
hater,
NAZI,
xenophobe, et al.
Now since the US Supreme Court nomination circus all
the world was open to this kind of emotional blackmail
show: Brett Kavanaugh's accusers used the obvious
dirtiest trick in the book. Christine Ford's handlers, sitting
next to her as she gave evidence, followed the so
successful Holocaust survivor formula: Hypocritical
emotional overload while testifying!
From experience in court procedures - finding the truth
of a matter - it is common knowledge that the two most
unreliable forms of testimony are confessions and eyewitness recollections. Though she followed the Holocaust
survivor script of hysterical emotionalism, Ford failed to
sway the Senators with her story.
Then, in the case of matters Holocaust, the added sting
is that only these two forms of evidence are permissible.
What the Holocaust Revisionists added to the historical
record is forensic evidence - and that contradicts what is

stated in the above article.
contradiction in matters of fact?

Why

is

there

this

*

https://www.timesofisrael.com/new-memoircompilation-by-hitlers-personal-staff-airs-historical-dirtylaundry/
****************
Historic first: German parliamentarian ousted for
antisemitism
By AARON REICH NOVEMBER 15, 2019 03:23
AfD party leader Alexander Gauland heavily criticized
Brander's dismissal, saying: "I don't know where the
scandal is … This [dismissal] is an affront to democracy."
Stephan Brander, a member of Germany's far-right party
Alternative for Germany (AfD), has been ousted of his position
as a palimantary committee chair over comments deemed
antisemitic, in a move unprecedented in the modern history of
the federal republic, according to DW.
Brander had previously served as the head of the legal affairs
committee in Germany's lower parliamentary house, the
Bundestag. His dismissal was voted for by all groups within the
Bundestag, except for AfD. "Mr. Brandner was simply no longer
acceptable," said Johannes Fechner, a parliamentary legal
expert for the center-left Social Democrats (SPD).
"The dismissal of Brandner is a clear signal against incitement
and hatred — we are finally returning dignity to the office," said
Jan-Marco Luczak, deputy parliamentary spokesperson for
Chancellor Angela Merkel's center-right Christian Democrats
(CDU). Brandner had been heavily criticized in early November
across the political spectrum for tweeting that singer Udo
Lindenberg, who had been awarded Germany's prestigious
Federal Order of Merit, got a "Judas reward" for his very
outspoken position "against us [the AfD]."
The German equivalent, Judaslohn, is used to mean a traitor's
reward, similar to what is said in the Bible to have been paid to
Judas Iscariot for his betrayal of Jesus. His Judas statement was
interpreted as being antisemitic, especially in light of his
comments made in October following the Halle shooting,
questioning why politicians were holding candles in memorial
outside of synagogues when the victims were German.
In addition, the party – which consists of right-wing populists –
is infamous for their usage of Nazi-era terminology, such as
Volksverräter ("traitor of the people), for suggesting some
groups of people should be entsorgt (disposed of).
Following his ousting, Brander cast himself as the victim,
saying: "Whatever we do, the other parties just want to kick the
AfD in the shins." AfD party leader Alexander Gauland heavily
criticized Brander's dismissal, saying: "I don't know where the
scandal is … This [dismissal] is an affront to democracy."
As is the case with the party as a whole, Gauland is no stranger
to accusations of antisemitism, having infamously dismissed the
Holocaust as "just a speck of bird shit in 1,000 years of
successful German history."
*https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/Histori
c-first-German-parliamentarian-ousted-for-antisemitism607931
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The multi-billion dollar industry

Now it’s from HOLOCAUST-SHOAH to ANTISEMITISM

>>The rest of her estate, estimated to be around $60 million, will go to
fighting anti-Semitism through the “Millie Phillips Jewish Fund”.<<
===================================================
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Nickel tycoon's family dramas put $110m estate in
limbo
By Kate McClymont, Nov 11, 2019 12.00am

Millie Phillips was once the richest woman in Australia but
now her “quarrelsome personality” has led to a court
battle over the 90-year-old's refusal to sign a will
covering her estate, estimated to be around $110 million.
Mrs Phillips, who resides in Rose Bay nursing home, has
fallen out with both her
children, Sharonne, 61, and
Robert,
62.
Mrs
Phillips
refused to sign her will and
now a stroke has rendered her
incapable of doing so, a
Sydney court has heard.
Millie Phillips at her
Street office in the 1990s. Credit: Barry Chapman.

Kent

In September 2017, Sharonne Phillips was “deeply hurt”
when she discovered that her mother had secretly
removed the remains of her sister, Lynette, who died in
horrific circumstances in 1978, the court heard.
As a member of the controversial Ananda Marga sect,
Lynette had self-immolated outside the United Nations
headquarters in Geneva.
Her mother claimed she did not know the name of the
cemetery in Jerusalem where she had had Lynette reburied.
Born in Poland in 1929, Mrs Phillips came to Australia at
the age of 10 and was married at 17. In 1960, her
marriage broke up and she was
left with three children under
the age of six. She borrowed
$4000
and
established
a
boarding house for 80 in
Ashfield.
By 1970, Mrs Phillips had made
a fortune out of the nickel boom. Credit: Fairfax Media.

In 1968, she invested $5000 in a tin mine at Torrington,
later making a fortune out of the nickel boom. In 1974,
as chairwoman of nickel explorer International Mining
Corporation, Mrs Phillips was charged with insider
trading.
She was alleged to have improperly used inside
information she had obtained by reading a confidential
company report after which she instructed an employee
to purchase shares in IMC. The case was dismissed in
1975. Around this time, Mrs Phillips, through her
company Milstern (named after her birth name Milka
Stern), began investing in nursing homes and hotels.
In 2008, Mrs Phillips was banned from
attending a coronial inquest into the
death of Donald Fairbairn, who had
been injected with 10 times his
prescribed dose of insulin at a Yagoona
nursing home owned by Mrs Phillips.

Sharonne Phillips was "deeply hurt"
when she discovered her mother had
secretly removed the remains of her late sister Lynette to
Israel.

A belligerent Mrs Phillips was ejected from proceedings
after she blocked Mr Fairbairn’s daughter from leaving
the court, saying to her: “This is your fault we're having
this inquest.” She also said Mr Fairbairn “was worth
nothing” and that he was “old and going to die” anyway.

In September 2017, Mrs Phillips’ nursing homes lost their
accreditation after an audit found that the residents
didn’t have enough food and water, that staffing levels
were inadequate and that patients were being assaulted
by other patients.
Mrs Phillips, then 88, complained about the loss of
accreditation, suggesting it was the rogue actions of a
“police state”.
Around this same time, Mrs Phillips, in hospital having
had another fall, realised she needed to get her affairs in
order. If she died without making a will, her estate would
be divided between her two children. She did not want
her son, Mr Phillips, to get anything, believing that he
had
not
supported
her
sufficiently when she took legal
action against a former lawyer
over
a
Bronte
property
development.
However, she decided to leave
something to Mr Phillips' five
children as well as Sharonne’s
only child, Anthony Small.
law degree
Facebook

from

Anthony Small graduated with a
Sydney University in 2019.Credit:

The court heard that in 2018, she took her grandchildren
to dinner at Tetsuya’s Restaurant. The court heard that
Mrs Phillips "gave an unpleasant speech saying ‘I don’t
know any of you people’ and words to the effect of
'You’ve all missed out considerably, and Anthony will do
a lot better'.”
Attempts throughout 2017 and 2018 to draw a will were
constantly frustrated by Mrs Phillips' “quarrelsome
personality”. In emails presented to court, she accused
one of her lawyers as “acting as if [she was] no longer
alive”. Her lawyer explained
that
he
was
trying
to
document her intentions as to
what should occur after her
death or incapacity, and “to
protect her estate and uphold
her intentions from most likely
attack, namely, from Robert”.
Property
developer
Phillips with his wife, Judy. Credit: Facebook.

Robert

Last week, the NSW Court of Appeal upheld an
application by her grandson, Mr Small, 25, authorising
the making of a will on behalf of Mrs Phillips based on
previous drafts of her will.
Sharonne Phillips, Mr Phillips and Mrs Phillips, via her
legal representative, neither consented to nor opposed
the application which was brought under the Succession
Act.
According to her will, the Tel Aviv University in Israel will
receive $20 million and Sydney’s Jewish Museum will
receive $1 million. Mrs Phillips’ housekeeper will receive
$250,000.
While Mr Phillips will get nothing, his five children will
each receive $1 million.
Sharonne will inherit $5 million. Her
grandson Mr Small will receive a $25
million property near Bathurst on
which a Bunnings store makes an
estimated profit of $1 million per year.
Mr Small and his mother will also
inherit the property Northfield, with 10
acres of gardens at Kurrajong Heights,
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along with
artwork.

Mrs

Phillips’

personal

effects

including

The rest of her estate, estimated to be around $60
million, will go to fighting anti-Semitism through the
“Millie Phillips Jewish Fund”.
*https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/nickel-tycoons-family-dramas-put-110m-estate-in-limbo-20191110p5396i.html

Millie Phillip’s Milstern aged care and retirement village
portfolio still progressing to sale.
Published on November 12, 2019
Yesterday’s lengthy and colourful article in the Sydney

Morning Herald by investigators journalist Kate
McClymont suggested that 90-year-old Millie

Phillip’s $110 million estate is tied up in a court
battle with her children.
Shane Nicholson, National Director, Health, Aged Care &
Retirement at Commercial Collective, tells us that he and
George
Koumoukelis
(at
Colliers)
and
joint
representation to sell the seven retirement villages in the
Golden lifestyle portfolio and two aged care facilities in
the Milstern Health portfolio, with several in due diligence
and The Ritz aged care home already exchanged. The
village portfolio covers 350 units in prime Sydney
locations.
It is worth reading the Herald article. Millie’s self-made
story is remarkable, including being Australia’s richest
woman at one stage. While tough, in 15 years we always
found her reasonable and pragmatic.
*https://www.theweeklysource.com.au/millie-phillipsmilstern-aged-care-and-retirement-village-portfolio-stillprogressing-to-sale/
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Conservative Christians running foreign policy are scary

Kaye Lee, August 9, 2019
Much has been written
can do no better than immerse yourself in the great
about Andrew Hastie’s
books of which by far the greatest is the New
idiotic
comments
this
Testament,” the Mad Monk preached to what must have
week comparing the rise
been a rather strange audience.
of China to that of Nazi
Perhaps Tony’s daughter could quote 1 Corinthians 15 to
Germany. Having James
warm up the crowd in Beijing:
24
Patterson come out in
Then the end will come, when he hands over the
support just added to the Nazi theme with his unnerving
kingdom to God the Father after he has destroyed all
likeness to the stereotypical Hitler Youth image.
dominion, authority and power. 25 For he must reign until
Did it not occur to Hastie, as head of the parliamentary
he has put all his enemies under his feet.
security and intelligence committee, that writing articles
I heard Gareth Evans quote Bill Clinton once with words
insulting our major trading partner is perhaps not a wise
to the effect of “Is it better to put all your resources into
idea? If there are security concerns, is the newspaper
trying to stay top dog or should you try to help shape the
the best place to address them? Or is this just called
world you want to live in when you are no longer top
profile raising?
dog?”
Tony thinks Jesus is still top dog, backed up by the
China is, understandably, not impressed. But we have
military might of the English-speaking Judeo-Christian
an ace up our sleeve. Tony Abbott’s daughter will soon
Western world crusaders.
take up a position in the Australian Embassy in Beijing.
Scott Morrison’s foray into the matter was not helpful
Speaking at the CPAC conference in Sydney – which has
when he relegated China to “customer” status.
disturbingly close connections with the gun lobby – Tony
And they wonder why our relationship with China is at an
revealed what he said to his daughter when she asked
“all-time low”.
for his advice on the best things about China.
* https://theaimn.com/conservative-christians-runningHe said she should be more focused on what’s good
foreign-policy-are-scary/
about us and to act as a judge rather than an analyst
regarding China.
Also view: … So what does it actually mean for Morrison
What a typically narcissistic, self-absorbed, ridiculously
that we’re on the side of the people? This is not France in
provocative thing to say publicly.
1789, with the pro-Bourbon monarchist faction pitted
It got worse. He recommended she read Winston
against the Jacobins who are “on the side of the people”.
Churchill’s History of the English-Speaking Peoples as
Or Russia in 1917. …
well as the Bible. Gee that should prepare her well for
*
https://www.spectator.com.au/2017/06/the-end-ofdealing with the Chinese government and people.
the-liberal-party/
“I would certainly say to anyone who wants to be an
effective centre-right activist or conservative activist, you
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New Zealand cabinet minister echoes
fascist gunman’s manifesto
By John Braddock, 14 November 2019
Shane Jones, a cabinet minister in Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern’s Labour-led government, and a member of the
right-wing NZ First Party, has used the government’s
intensifying attacks on immigrants to echo the extreme-

right positions espoused in the Christchurch terrorist’s
fascist “manifesto.”
Brenton Tarrant, who faces charges of killing 51 people
in attacks on two mosques in March, posted a manifesto
entitled “The Great Replacement,” inciting right-wing
violence around the globe. NZ’s chief censor suppressed
the manifesto to prevent any discussion of its similarity
with the anti-immigrant xenophobia promoted by
politicians in NZ and internationally, and the sympathy of
state agencies for fascist groups.
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Jones’ highly publicised anti-immigrant rants are part of
the sharp shift to the right by the ruling elite, including
the Labour Party, trade unions and media commentators.
As in Europe and the US, nationalist and racist filth is
being stirred up to poison the political atmosphere, divide
the working class and derail the rising tide of opposition
to social inequality, poverty and preparations for war.
Jones’ outbursts began after New Zealand’s Indian
community denounced the Labour-NZ First-Greens
government’s
increasingly
brutal
immigration
restrictions. New rules will block thousands of parents
from joining their adult children, with only the wealthiest
allowed residency.
Immigration NZ in May directed its officers to no longer
waive a requirement that migrant couples must have
lived together for 12 months—effectively barring Indians
with arranged marriages. Auckland Indian Association
president Narendra Bhana said Indians were being
“punished” and it was “unbelievable” that Immigration
NZ did not understand the cultural issues at stake.
Jones denounced opposition from Indian “activists,”
saying they could have “no legitimate expectations… to
bring your whole village to New Zealand.” If migrants
didn’t like the rules, he told Radio NZ, they should “catch
the next flight home.” After an anti-racism rally in
Auckland demanded Jones’ resignation, the minister
doubled down, contemptuously dismissing the furor as a
“Bollywood over-reaction.” Jones bellicosely told Stuff he
spoke for “battalions” of “ordinary Kiwis who were highly
anxious” about population growth. He said NZ First would
“campaign unstintingly” on a hardline “population policy”
in next year’s election.
In the last five years half-a-million people had been
added to the population, Jones told Radio NZ on
November 6, while “the birth rate is actually lower than
the post-war boom.” He called for a “conversation” about
“the changing nature of New Zealand’s societal culture
through immigration.”
Jones noted, accurately, that both National and Labour
governments had run highly restrictive immigration
policies. He then bluntly declared: “We are not going to
acquiesce or tolerate legions of parents and grandparents
coming to New Zealand, queue-jumping and clogging up
our social services.” Jones’s fixation with “birth rates”
and scare-mongering over “legions” of immigrants are
entirely in line with the fascist conceptions in Tarrant’s
screed, which began with the statement: “It’s the
birthrates. It’s the birthrates. It’s the birthrates.” Tarrant
claimed that “European” countries, including New
Zealand, are growing weaker because of their lower
fertility. He advocated “increasing the native birth-rate”
as a means of “reducing the need for the importation of
labour.” The fascist described immigrants as “invaders,”
the word US President Trump used to incite violence
against refugees.
Jones is likewise seeking to whip up anxiety about
immigrants. NZ First leader Winston Peters also has a
long record of vilifying Muslim immigrants as
representatives of an alien culture that is attempting to
“replace” New Zealand’s Western “values.”
Jones, who is part-Maori, swaps Tarrant’s white
nationalism with an equally reactionary and racist Maori
nationalism. “I am absolutely empowered, with my
particular ancestry and lineage,” he said, “to raise these
issues in the context of a population policy for the future
face, size, girth and wealth of New Zealand.” He told
Stuff that he was “the son of the Treaty of Waitangi” with

the “blood that formed this nation running through my
veins.”
The emphasis on “blood lines,” ancestry and nativism
echoes fascist groups around the world and was the
central theme in Tarrant’s manifesto. Changing what
needs to be changed, Jones’ assertion of Maori identity
and “lineage” is politically no different.
Jones speaks on behalf of Maori nationalists who seek to
defend the capitalist profit system, and the position of
wealthy tribal businesses within it, by using racist
demagogy to divide impoverished Maori workers from
their class brothers and sisters.
Jones personifies the relationship between the Maori
political-business
elite
and
the
New
Zealand
establishment. He is currently minister for infrastructure
in the Ardern-led Coalition but began his political career
in 2005 as a Labour Party MP and served as a minister in
the Helen Clark-led Labour government.
Jones unsuccessfully contested for the Labour leadership
in 2013. He was promoted by the media as a plainspeaking “man of the people.” In fact, Jones studied at
Harvard University and then chaired the Waitangi
Fisheries Commission, the powerful body which
administers multi-million dollar Maori commercial fishing
ventures set up under the Treaty of Waitangi claims
process. He quit parliament in 2014, then re-entered via
NZ First in 2017. He is likely positioning to contest the
party leadership when Peters, who is 75, retires.
Prime Minister Ardern did not condemn Jones’ comments
nor challenge his cabinet position. She told the media the
three
governing
parties
simply
had
“different
perspectives on immigration issues.” Concerned about
possible electoral damage in the immigrant community,
Ardern said the policy affecting arranged marriages
would be reversed.
Meanwhile Ardern’s government is proceeding to step up
its attack on immigrants. Permanent residency approvals
dropped to 35,000 last year, down from 51,700 in 2016.
Temporary work and student visas have increased, but it
is more difficult to earn permanency. Economist Bernard
Hickey noted in Newsroom that NZ has become the
“Dubai of the South Pacific, where we treat migrants as
second class or non-citizens, allow them to be exploited,
then throw them away when we’re done with them”
In 2017, Ardern campaigned alongside NZ First with joint
promises to slash immigration. When Peters decided to
form a government with Labour instead of the
conservative National Party, Ardern rewarded NZ First
with considerable power, making Peters both deputy
prime minister and foreign minister, and the party’s Ron
Mark was made defence minister.
Jones’ diatribe has been warmly received in sections of
the media. Newshub host Duncan Garner defended
Jones, flatly dismissing accusations of racism as
“garbage.” Garner rejected any link between the
immigration changes, Jones’ comments and the
Christchurch massacre.
Emboldened by Jones’ rhetoric, Vision NZ, a party
recently founded by the fundamentalist Destiny Church,
criticised NZ First for not going far enough, saying it
would ban new “mosques, temples and other foreign
buildings of worship.” The church has close links with the
Maori nationalist Mana Party led by Hone Harawira .
A particularly contemptible role is being played by the
Daily Blog, which speaks for ex-radicals and trade union
bureaucrats who support the government’s nationalism
and anti-immigrant chauvinism. Editor Martyn Bradbury
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praised Jones on Magic Talk radio on November 8 as a
“political genius,” declaring: “there is an enormous,
legitimate grievance with many in New Zealand at the
level of immigration... I think the debate is vital.”
Contributor Chris Trotter, who fraudulently describes
himself as a “democratic socialist,” wrote on November 7
that Jones had justifiably recognised the “threat” posed
to Maori by “the dramatic expansion in the number of
immigrants from China and the Indian sub-continent.”
The percentage of “Asian” people in New Zealand had
risen from 2 percent to 15 percent and could “overtake
that of Maori” if not checked, Trotter asserted.

The Daily Blog is funded by the Unite union, the Rail and
Maritime Transport Union and the Dairy Workers Union.
These unions are entirely complicit in the turn towards
far-right and fascistic policies by a key section of New
Zealand’s ruling elite, along with their counterparts
around the world.
The author also recommends:
*The Christchurch terror attack and the promotion of
fascism by the ruling elite - 8 May 2019
*https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2019/11/14/jonen14.html
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Revisiting History
NOVEMBER 14TH 19 DAN ROBITZSKI
FILED UNDER: HARD SCIENCE
Nobel-winning cosmologist James Peebles has a bone to
pick with the scientific community: he wants the world to
stop referring to the earliest moments of our universe as
the “Big Bang.” His main beef, according to Agence
France-Presse, is that there’s no good way to test whether
such a thing actually happened — cosmologists have
evidence of a rapid outward expansion, but not anything
as discrete as a singular point that detonated to create
everything in the universe. “It’s very unfortunate that one
thinks of the beginning whereas in fact, we have no good
theory of such a thing as the beginning,” he told AFP.
Interesting Idea

Peebles doesn’t have an alternative to the Big Bang theory
to propose, but that’s his exact point: without sufficient

data, scientists shouldn’t assume a convenient hypothesis
is correct. “We don’t have a strong test of what happened
earlier in time,” Peebles told AFP. “We have theories, but
not tested.”
Martyrdom

But Peebles isn’t quite ready to die on this hill — he
concedes that in the absence of a better way to describe
the beginning of the universe, “Big Bang” does just fine.
“I have given up,” he told AFP, “I use Big Bang, I dislike it.
But for years, some of us have tried to persuade the
community to find a better term without success,” he said.
“So ‘Big Bang’ it is. It’s unfortunate, but everyone knows
that name. So I give up.”
READ MORE: Top cosmologist’s lonely battle against ‘Big
Bang’ theory [Agence France-Presse]
More on the Big Bang: Future Civilizations Won’t Be Able to
Understand How the Universe Started and Evolved

__________________________________________________
The masters of Self-Promotion …?

Genius and Anxiety by Norman Lebrecht review – 100
years of Jewish brilliance
Jonathan Rée, Sat 16 Nov 2019 22.59 AEDT
Norman Lebrecht takes some pride in being a Jew. The
Jewishness that matters to him has nothing to do with biological
inheritance: he knows there’s no such thing as Jewish DNA. Nor
is it about religious piety: most of his favourite Jews are nonbelievers. Jewishness, as Lebrecht sees it, is essentially a matter
of culture, especially high culture, and Genius and Anxiety is an
exercise in boosterism, designed to show how Jewish talent has
“remade the world” in the past two centuries.
The book begins in the 1840s, with a chapter focused on Felix
Mendelssohn, Heinrich Heine, Karl Marx and Benjamin Disraeli.
They were “the breakthrough Jews”, according to Lebrecht: the
first to stand up to the immemorial insults hurled at them by
Christians. He recalls how the Irish Catholic MP Daniel O’Connell,
known as the Liberator, issued a routine denunciation of Disraeli
as a descendant of the killers of Christ. “Yes, I am a Jew,”
Disraeli replied, “and when the ancestors of the Right
Honourable gentleman were brutal savages in an unknown
island, mine were priests in the temple of Solomon.” That
riposte, according to Lebrecht, marks the moment when Jews
“burst out of the ghetto, brimming with the bottled energies of
two millennia”.
The remainder of the book documents the cultural achievements
of dozens of self-emancipated Jews, not all of them A-list
celebrities such as Disraeli. I was glad to make the acquaintance
of Eliza Davies, who pestered Charles Dickens about his abusive
caricatures of Jews, eventually eliciting not only an apology but
also a revised version of Oliver Twist. I was interested to learn
that the Gypsy heroine of Bizet’s opera Carmen had a Jewish
prototype in the form of the composer’s wife, the magnetic
Parisian hostess Geneviève Halévy. And I enjoyed the portrait of
Emma Lazarus who, as Lebrecht puts it, combined “pride in

Jewish identity” with “faith in the American dream”, and wrote
the famous lines that ended up on the Statue of Liberty: “Give
me your tired, your poor, / Your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free.”
By the end of the 19th century, Jews had become the most
cosmopolitan tribe in history, with flourishing settlements from
the US to South America, China, New Zealand, Australia and
South Africa. But geographical dispersal bred political nostalgia,
culminating in Theodor Herzl’s plea for a “publicly recognised
and legally secured homeland for the Jewish people in
Palestine”. The tussle between two tendencies – one centrifugal,
the other centripetal – frames the portraits of 20th-century Jews
that fill the second half of the book: Freud, Einstein, Trotsky,
Kafka, Wittgenstein and most strikingly Schoenberg, who was as
fanatical about the reunification of the Jewish people as about
musical rigour. The book ends with a spotlight on Leonard
Bernstein, who wrapped his prodigious talents in a “golden boy
persona” and “recast the Jew in the public eye”.
According to his publisher Lebrecht is “the world’s bestselling
author on classical music”, and while Genius and Anxiety
presents itself as a work of serious historical research, it is also
laced with journalistic pizzazz. I have to confess however that
for me it doesn’t always work. I soon tired of the relentless use
of the present tense, his sexual knowingness, and his habit of
including himself, Zelig like, in every chapter. And I simply
cannot work out what he means when he says, for example,
that “readers respond to Proust as dogs to Pavlov”.
As a historian, Lebrecht is often reliable, but not always. Marx’s
uncle did not run “an electrical firm”, Wittgenstein’s father was
not a “railroad baron”, and Einstein never held “a chair at
Princeton University”. Hegel did not believe that “thesis versus
antithesis equals synthesis”, and Marx did not set out to create
an “ideology” (the word was anathema to him). To say that
Heine ‘blows away complex sentence structures that end in
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verbs and morbid romanticism that ends in death’ is too clever
by half. And it’s ridiculous to dismiss the psychoanalytic doctrine
that sexuality depends more on fantasy than on fact as ‘the
moment when Freud becomes fraud’.
Genius and Anxiety is gushing about Jewish genius, but about
Jewish anxiety it is rather coy. I was astonished when I got to
the end of the book and realised that it hardly mentions the
Holocaust. A chapter on the events of 1942 begins in Berlin,
with a sketch of the Wannsee conference and the proposal for a
“final solution” to the “Jewish question”, but after a few pages it
whisks us to California, where Michael Curtiz was directing
Casablanca, and Massachusetts, where Gregory Pincus was
embarking on the research that led to the invention of the
contraceptive pill, and hence, we are told, to “the sexual and
feminist revolutions of the 1960s”.
Lebrecht’s determination to present Jews as bold creators rather
than victims of Nazi policy is liberating in some ways, but it is
disabling as well. Jewish experience in the 20th century was
shaped not just by the millions who were killed, but also by
those who survived, at least for a while, and suffered in other
ways. Their torments are not hard to discover: they are
documented in Anne Frank’s celebrated account of the
humiliations of daily life in the Netherlands, and also in the

magnificent journals of Léon Werth (France), Mihail Sebastian
(Romania) and Victor Klemperer (Germany). Lebrecht ignores
them all, but they seem to me to be among the most powerful
literary performances of the 20th century, and they also they
have a close bearing on his argument. One of the striking things
about Frank, Werth, Sebastian and Klemperer is that they did
not think of themselves as particularly Jewish until they were
confronted by antisemitic violence and by the petty twists and
turns of antisemitic bureaucracy.
The ever changing prohibitions aimed at them as Jews –
covering everything from keeping pets to travelling on trams or
putting on plays – together with the raids, the expropriations,
the beatings and spittings and the yellow stars, made every
moment of their lives incalculably precarious. They were left
with nothing to cling to except their Jewishness, which was
simultaneously made into a source of shame.
• Genius and Anxiety is published by Oneworld (£20). To
order a copy go to guardianbookshop.com or call 0203176 3837. Free UK p&p over £15, online orders only.
Phone orders min p&p of £1.99.
*https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/nov/16/ge
nius-and-anxiety-by-norman-lebrecht-review

________________________________________________
Now for the Germans a year of grovelling to Jewish interests – shame on Germany!!!
Has the time not come for Germany to stop the self flagellation and concentrate in rejuvenating and celebrating its
own culture? Germans are starved of food for the soul and need for some uplifting sense of identity.
Instead of pandering to their every little whim, allow Jewish people to practice some self-reflection, for example, why
their “culture” is not in great demand wherever they have settled. Host nations certainly can do with a break from
their self-centred “Wichtigtuerei”. The question is, how many desire to self-reflect on their behaviour that others find
irritating? Perhaps not allowing them, like a spoilt child, always to be at the center of attention, “ What’s good for the
Jews behaviour!”, would help. Let Israel not become an outright failed Zionist project!
Note: Netanyahu, Gantz to visit Trump, discuss peace plan next week :
* https://thehill.com/policy/international/479594-netanyahu-gantz-to-visit-trump-discuss-peace-plan-next-week
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------===========================================

Germany plans year-long Jewish
culture celebration amid 'explosion
of anti-Semitism'
Jill
Petzinger,
Germany
Correspondent,
Yahoo Finance UK, January 22, 2020
As well as commemorating
Jewish
people’s
historical
place in Germany the project
is an attempt to counteract
the rising anti-Semitism in
the country.
Photo:
Hannibal
Hanschke/Reuters

Germany will launch a year-long campaign celebrating
and explaining Jewish life and culture in 2021, in the face
of what the Central Committee of Jews in Germany
described as an “explosion of anti-Semitism” in the
country.
The joint initiative by the Central Committee of Jews in
Germany, Catholic, and Protestant churches, and other
groups will include a broad variety of cultural and
historical exhibitions about Jewish life and faith in the
country as well as festivals, special postage stamps, and
the production of a Jewish food guide.
“Beyond the memory of the Shoah [Holocaust], we want
to show how Jewish life has shaped our country in

countless ways,” said Abraham Lehrer, deputy leader of
the Central Committee of Jews in Germany.
The first mention of Jews in Germany appeared in an
edict by the Emperor Constantine in 321 AD, saying they
should be admitted to the city council in Cologne.
Felix Klein, the government’s antisemitism commissioner,
told journalists in Berlin on Tuesday that “Germany and
Judaism belong together, and are a centuries-old,
important pillar of our secular society.”
As well as commemorating Jewish people’s historical
place in Germany, the project, called “321-2021: 1,700
years of Jewish Life in Germany,” is an attempt to
counteract the rising anti-Semitism in the country. Giving
people a chance to discover more about the Jewish
community in Germany will hopefully overcome
prejudices against Jews, Lehrer said.
Lehrer said that “very few know what Jews are and what
Jewish life is.” He added that the year-long initiative is
not about forgetting the Holocaust, but enlightening
people about how much Jews have contributed to
German science, culture, and society over the centuries.
Klein said that explaining Jewish people’s place in ancient
Germany and what modern Jewish life looks like could
make people “less susceptible to rumours and prejudices,
to conspiracy theories and hate.”
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Germany has seen a worrying rise in the number of
attacks on Jewish people and their property, and
defacement of Jewish cemeteries in recent years. A
report in May 2019 recorded a 10% increase in antiSemitic crimes in 2018 from the year before.
In October 2019, a German gunman attempted to break
into a synagogue in the eastern German city of Halle to
attack worshippers inside. When he failed to gain entry,
he shot two people outside on the street.
It is not just Germany that is witnessing a dramatic
increase in hatred in anti-Semitism. In 2018, a survey of
16,500 Jewish people in 12 EU member states by the
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights found
that anti-Semitism “pervades everyday life” for them.
Nine out of 10 respondents felt anti-Semitism had
increased in their country in the five years before the
survey, and 85% saw it as a serious problem. The
overwhelming majority those who had experienced
harassment did not report it to the police — almost half
of them said they thought it would not change anything
to report it.

ERNST ZUNDEL Speaks at REVISIONIST CONFERENCE
IN MEXICO (May 2015) - Nov 14, 2019
* https://www.bitchute.com/video/kd1nMymihEYS/
ERNST ZUNDEL (Last) Interviewed, May 2015
* https://www.bitchute.com/video/jT1tLsKpCdvb/
Nov 14, 2019

The rise of the far-right political party Alternative for
Germany, and online hate speech have stoked both antiforeigner, and anti-Jewish sentiment in the country. AfD
politicians have called for an end to Germany’s “culture
of remembrance” for the Holocaust, when over 6 million
Jews were murdered by the Nazis. AfD leader Alexander
Gauland called Hitler and the Nazis “a mere speck of bird
shit in more than 1,000 years of glorious German
history.”
This year marks 75 years since the liberation of the
Auschwitz concentration camp. Israel will commemorate
with an event in Jerusalem on 23 January, which will be
attended by world leaders including the Russian, French,
and German presidents, and US vice-president Mike
Pence. There will also be a memorial at Auschwitz on 27
January.
*https://finance.yahoo.com/news/germany-launchingyear-ofjewishcultureeventsamidexplosionofantisemitism060012909.html

FRED LEUCHTER Discusses EZ Talk and Interview
* https://www.bitchute.com/video/ppTQcvVWfOpQ/
Nov 14, 2019
JIM AND DIANE WRAP UP
* https://www.bitchute.com/video/y1YIVVfvpkqo/
Nov 15, 2019
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Jim and Diane Present:
OCCIDENTAL OBSERVER Kevin MacDonald's
PARTNER ISSUE
– dkk - Are you unequally yoked? – Jan 23, 2020
*https://www.bitchute.com/video/LJ4Babbhg4Q8
/

Diane King's Comment – NOT published!
My partner, Jim Rizoli, suggested I respond to
these seemingly nearly male-exclusive comments
from this article dealing with largely how wives
handle their husbands' dissident activities.
First: I'd like to address this to the guys who are
involved with political issues, and are NOT married
or involved with a 'significant other'. If you are
unattached but would be interested and are looking
for someone, the #1 criteria - don't compromise
your principles by associating with a woman who
does not passionately love what you do. Attempting
to assuage loneliness at the cost of your principles
is irretrievable. I have met numerous leaders in
various organizations whose wives, "don't hate
what they do" but are not involved with them or
worse, opposing them. Don't be unequally yoked
with someone who opposes you politically to start

with.
Second: I would like to address the women who
are involved in these kinds of relationships with
crusaders -- my term -- a passionate person,
championing a politically INcorrect cause. For me,
now and always, as it turns out, my issues are
related to National Socialist Germany. How goes
Germany and German history, so go the rest of us.
In school, I read and watched any and every book,
movie, documentaries. Everything. I entered the
military branch of the Air Force because of my
interest in National Socialist Germany -- something
CLOSE to my interest, I felt.
When I was in college after the Air Force, I
devoured everything German, took every German
language class I could, German history class, even
had a one-on-one monitored course with a history
professor who assigned me 12 books dealing with
National Socialist Germany. Needless to say these
were ALL filtered through political correctness;
none of these dealt with understanding what really
happened. We've been inundated all of our lives
with anti-german propaganda in the form of books,
movies, TV shows. By mid 1990s, I began to realize
it.
My true understanding of Germany, especially
including the Holocaust occurred in the mid-90s
and late 90s. I thought I understood before what
was going on in our country. I was totally blown
away when I started reading DID SIX MILLION
REALLY DIE? and 66 ANSWERS AND QUESTIONS OF
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THE HOLOCAUST.

These and further discoveries
ROCKED MY WORLD.
Perhaps that makes me unique. But I don't think so
other than I had a firm commitment to Germany in
general, National Socialist Germany in particular
and even the correct view of Adolf Hitler. My
partner and I now are taking a lot of heat because
we like to remove the jew-think and jew-speak out
of the narrative concerning Hitler, leaving the truth
about him, which is pretty amazing. We've
concluded that he was a leader for his country and
a leader for his time.
When you take on this topic of the correct narrative
about Adolf Hitler, you must also take on the
ENDLESS LIES of the Holocaust as well as the
extortion tactic of the Jews and jew-think and jewspeak there. This is most unpopular. All of the
other issues mentioned in this article might bring
down some social marginalizing, but nothing like
the Holocaust. Once you take issue with the
politically correct bullies and their Hollyweird
narrative, you reap the Jewish whirlwind. For you
see the holohoax, as we call it, is THE HUB of their
power, the power that generates their massive
billions to institute their wretched psychopathic
jew-first policies throughout the world. In fact, it's
the only issue, and a historical issue, that if you
take it on, you could end up in jail in 41 countries.
And implementing antisemitism (criticism against
Israel, ad nauseum) in the US.
The political arm twisting by the holohax enforcers
to conform to the narrative is classic bullying at a
high level. Bullies make me see red. In regard to
red, Jim Rizoli and I discuss the Matrix (movie)
concept of red pill/blue pill. This represents the
degree of awareness of what's going on around us:
BLUE PILL - If you want to take the blue pill, you
are permanently and happily ignorant of anything
going on. You have no idea why anything's
happening -- don't want to know, don't need to
know -- you're just perfectly happy going along
your way.
RED PILL - If you take the red pill, your eyes will
be opened to all of it and you will see the
hypocrisies, corruptions, infiltrations, subversions,
the real villains and the real criminals, the same
criminals who have hijacked the media, books, TV,
radio, internet, social websites, most people have

been conditioned to believe if you don't go along
with these politically correct positions, you are
somehow a problem for society -- a pariah.
Even with firm resolve, that's scary -- seeing what
can happen when you oppose these bullies. Most
of us are not in the limelight. We make our small
contributions but are still relatively low-key and the
only negative effect seems to be that of being
banned on YOUTUBE, VIMEO TWITTER, FACEBOOK.
Neither Jim nor I operate with aliases when we do
our videos. Some feel that it is scary to be so
'exposed, and we understand those who do this.
However, the nature of truth is FULL DISCLOSURE
and someone WILL find out and 'DOX' or "out" you
eventually. Additionally, the 'right' tends to qualify
their involvement: "Well, I support prolife and am
a gun rights, 2nd amendment supporter but I'm
NOT a holocaust denier, so I shouldn't have to
worry about repercussions for my involvement."
We have a DOWN-THE-DRAIN diagram of a number
of ships (representing such causes) circling a huge
whirlpool drain. You see, WE might make the
distinction, but the rabid mental lunatic communist
left doesn't.
My most powerful and important motivation is
Jesus Christ, Who IS the TRUTH. When I turned
my life over to Him in Dec 1971, I've seen how
He's led me to understand HIS Truth, HIS world's
Truth. God's prophets of old were in constant
danger. They KNEW how the Hebrew people would
FAIL to receive their message and deal with them.
Point being, though that being a truth-teller or a
prophet will NOT be popular. Our society hates the
truth and they will hate the messenger too. But
someone must tell the society of the truth which
doesn't want to (but needs to) hear.
Things are going to get more difficult as time goes
on as the psychopathic Jews continue to succeed in
creating their one-world government. Then things
will really get bad. But there is a hope, an answer,
and help in Jesus Christ. I'm counting on it. I count
on this hope, Jesus Christ to continue to lead me
and help me in dealing with the things that occur
because of our stand against the biggest scam on
the planet, aka the Jews' Holocaust. And right
now, I'm honored to share this task with my
partner.
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>>Becoming of LIKE MIND separately
So we can be of LIKE MIND TOGETHER<<

___________________________________________________

Dismissed by James Cook University, climate
sceptic Peter Ridd sued for unfair dismissal and
won. Now, he’s touring the globe, and being feted
for insisting the Great Barrier Reef is fine and the
science behind claims to the contrary is
broken.
Max Opray is Schwartz Media’s morning
editor and a freelance writer. Edition
No. 280 November 23 – 29, 2019

Peter Ridd and the climate sceptics
“This group here is a fringe group,” marine physicist
Peter Ridd tells the room. “We’re on the outside. We’re
deniers, right? But the replication crisis – that is
mainstream.”

“This group here is a fringe group,” marine physicist
Peter Ridd tells the room. “We’re on the outside. We’re
deniers, right? But the replication crisis – that is
mainstream.”
In the Dutch city of Leiden, Ridd is speaking at an event
staged by the Dutch Climate Intelligence Foundation
(Clintel), which has links to conservative politics and
mining and is dedicated to challenging the scientific
consensus on climate change. This is the first of Clintel’s
new “Icons of Climate Alarmism” series, advertised as
“Peter Ridd: the man who was fired because he thinks
coral can handle climate change very well”.
Ridd is one of hundreds of prominent sceptics who signed
Clintel’s open letter to the United Nations in September
2019, declaring “there is no climate emergency”. Today,
he is presenting to a room of about 70 people, largely
older men, at the Hilton Garden Inn, on the last day of
the hottest October on record, according to the European
Union’s Copernicus Climate Change Service. This is just
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one stop on a tour of climate sceptic events around
Europe. Ridd has been feted as the headline act at the
Natural Variability and Tolerance conference in Oslo and
delivered a talk quietly organised by the Global Warming
Policy Foundation in a committee room of the House of
Lords in London.
After he was fired by James Cook University in 2018,
Ridd became something of a hero to those who believe
academia is silencing dissent to climate change studies.
The university says Ridd was fired for multiple breaches
of its code of conduct, after his assertive public campaign
that dismissed the work of his colleagues on the Great
Barrier Reef. However, the Federal Circuit Court found
the dismissal was unfair and awarded Ridd $1.2 million
for lost income and other penalties.
Despite the sizeable payout awarded by the Federal
Court, Judge Salvatore Vasta made clear this dispute was
limited only to the terms of Ridd’s contract with JCU –
the court did not take a view on whether he had a point
when it came to the science.
“Media reports have considered that this trial was about
silencing persons with controversial or unpopular views,”
Vasta said. “Rather, this trial was purely and simply
about the proper construction of a clause in an enterprise
agreement.”
Introducing Ridd in Leiden, Clintel’s co-founder Marcel
Crok says one of the most “frightening things” the
physicist told him is that the university has hired top
lawyers to appeal the decision in a bid to “get rid of Mr
Ridd”.
During the first trial, supported by right-wing think tank
the Institute of Public Affairs, Ridd successfully raised
$260,000 to cover his legal expenses. He’s returned to
crowdfunding for the next skirmish – but this time on an
international scale, elevating his target to $1.76 million
for the appeal. So far, he’s raised more than $700,000.
In Leiden, Ridd tells the Clintel conference he expects to
have to take the case all the way to Australia’s High
Court.
“It gives the shrill voices someone with science
credentials who they can use to support their claims
about bogus science and conspiracy theories and so on.”
A marine physicist who has studied the effects of
sediment on the reef, Peter Ridd confidently positions
himself in direct opposition to the findings of hundreds of
his peers. He tells the room that climate change,
“whether it is caused by burning coal or is natural”, will
benefit the Great Barrier Reef. Everything from coalmine
dust, to pesticides, to starfish plagues, he says, poses
little to no threat.
Ridd justifies his position by arguing that science itself is
fundamentally broken. He refers continually to the
replication crisis – a debate about the fact that
conclusions in a significant number of scientific studies,
in fields unrelated to climate or the reef, are difficult or
impossible to reproduce, and are therefore suspect.
“We’re using the replication crisis to convince the
politicians that, you know, if you’ve got a problem in
medical science, why haven’t you got a problem with
Great Barrier Reef science,” he tells his Clintel audience.
“The replication crisis is a dagger at the heart of the
climate alarmists and Great Barrier Reef alarmists.”
Ridd says that in Australia there is “quite a large group of
us now that are pushing for this at a very high

government level”. He says he expects “proper reviews”
of reef science in the next few years. In September, the
senate approved a Liberal-backed inquiry into whether
farm runoff and poor water quality are harming the Great
Barrier Reef. This followed a Queensland speaking tour
by Ridd, which Guardian Australia revealed was
supported by sugarcane industry managers campaigning
against farm regulations. In August, a panel led by
former chief scientist Ian Chubb likened Ridd’s campaign
to the disinformation strategy employed by the tobacco
industry. On Wednesday Ridd confirmed on his
GoFundMe page that he will be making a detailed
submission to the senate inquiry into Great Barrier Reef
science.
University of Wollongong Associate Professor Sarah
Hamylton, who is vice-president of the Australian Coral
Reef Society, questions the need for the kind of
government-led reviews that Ridd wants to see. “The
need to assess reef science is surprising given the
overwhelming agreement from a strong and diverse
community of coral reef scientists in Australia,” she tells
The Saturday Paper. Hamylton notes that hundreds of
academics and scientists are collecting data from
thousands of monitoring sites to reach their conclusions.
She points to an Australian Institute of Marine Science
study showing there was more than 50 per cent coral
loss between 1985 and 2012 in the Great Barrier Reef –
and that’s before extreme bleaching events in 2016 and
2017.
Ridd dismisses coral bleaching as a defence mechanism
that is of little concern. He tells his audience the Great
Barrier Reef is just one battle in a much larger war. “I
think it is a lot easier to show the reef is not in trouble,
than to demonstrate unequivocally that the climate
change thing is a total myth,” he says. “If we can
suddenly change everybody’s mind that actually the reef
is fine, it will get them thinking ... ‘When they’ve been
telling us [the reef is dying] for so many years, then
what about all these other things we’ve been told?’”
University of Melbourne Associate Professor Fiona Fidler,
who recently spoke on the replication crisis in Melbourne,
expressed deep concern to The Saturday Paper that Ridd
is using this issue as a rhetorical strategy against climate
science. She said it is a categorical mistake to apply
concerns regarding other fields of science to climate
change studies. Fidler says that Ridd’s comments display
“the same exact biases – e.g. cherrypicking, confirmation
bias – that led to the crisis in the first place”. She points
to efforts to improve transparency in statistical reporting,
open data and sharing analysis code as useful responses
to replication challenges.
Kylie Walker, the chief executive of Science & Technology
Australia, says it is false to assume that scientific
endeavour is in crisis. “Around 70,000 papers are
published each year by Australian researchers,” she says.
“In the last 20 years, only 247 have been retracted.”
Professor Iain Walker, an expert on the social psychology
of climate change, based at the University of Canberra, is
not surprised that Ridd has risen to such prominence
among climate sceptics around the world. “It gives the
shrill voices someone with science credentials who they
can use to support their claims about bogus science and
conspiracy theories and so on,” he says. “Not only does
Ridd’s case fit the narrative, it powerfully illustrates what
happens to those who speak out against the hegemonic
tyranny, or so the story goes.”
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Walker says James Cook University is surely wondering if
it could have handled things differently to avoid this
situation, but he pushes back against any idea
universities should consider how their staff management
decisions might be perceived by climate deniers. “Cases
have to be handled in terms of the behaviours being
questioned and the processes and principles governing
the situation, not in terms of how an outcome may be
judged by any external party,” he says.

everything. It’s going to be horrible because
scientists will be exposed for what they are.”

the

Ridd, for his part, is confident things are about to turn
around. He assures the room in Leiden that there is
going to be a wake-up call for millennials who have been
raised on a climate change narrative. He says they will
come to see it is a false alarm. “What’s going to happen
in a few years’ time, hopefully, is the wheels are going to
fall off,” he says. “Then they’re going to question

This article was first published in the print edition of The
Saturday Paper on Nov 23, 2019 as "Ridd shares".
Subscribe here.

Earlier this month, more than 11,000 scientists marked
the 40th anniversary of the first climate summit by
warning that unless we change now, human beings face
“untold suffering” around the planet due to climate
change. In a way, they agree with Ridd’s last point: in a
few years’ time, the wheels are indeed going to fall off,
and there will be no denying it.

*https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/environ
ment/2019/11/23/peterriddandtheclimatesceptics/1574
4276009129

__________________________________________________
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